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Heald's Guests

Camp Waya-Awi Is An Unusual School Enjoy Good Fishing

Faculty Meeting- at Ganderwood.
To the casual visitor on his
first trip to Waya-Awi, on a
warm summer afternoon, it would
seem that he was at the tradition
al type of summer vacation camp
for young people. This illusion
might persist until he noticed
here and there a teenage boy or
girl deeply immersed in what
looked suspiciously like a history
or general science text book.
During a beautiful lazy after
noon, this sight is enough to
make a person stop and inquire.
We find, upon inquiry, that this
“ vacation camp” is really a sum
mer school made up of 13 2 hard
working students and 60 highly
qualified faculty members. The
mixture of work and play at
Waya-Awi is much in keeping
with the adult world of work and
play that these young people will
face in later life. Beside their
st tides, much of the housekeeping
of the camp is done co-operatively
by the students; so along with
the curriculum goes character
training and the shouldering of
individual responsibility.
In the complex and often hectic
society of today, sensitive young
people sometimes undergo exper
iences and live in situations
which, while unavoidable, result
in a failure to achieve the scho
lastic level that their intelligence
would indicate. Waya-Awi was
created to deal with such prob
lems. By a comprehensive set of
tests and measurements, the
Waya-Awi school probes a stu
dent’s knowledge for blind spots
and their causes. Then, by inten
sive teaching, with the help of
the co-operative student, these
blind spots or gaps in the stu
dents learning can be remedied.
In the past 25 years over 7500
students have gone through the
discipline of Waya-Awi teaching
and the results have been grati
fying to both student and school.
270 Claeses Scheduled

The faculty of Waya-Awi,
which is made up of experienced
and highly trained teachers from

many parts of the eastern United
States, is versatile enough to
teach any course that may be re
quired in any high school curri
culum. This year there are classes
in such things as Latin, Math,
French, Spanish, English, History,
Bible, General Science, Chemistry,
Physics and many other subjects.
No teacher has more than 5 stu
dents and teaches them one at a
time so that the student can get
the full benefit of the teacher’s
attention. Thus the necessity for
scheduling some 270 classes -for
the 60 teachers. The students at
Waya-Awi this year come from
many parts of the U. S., including
the far west, and range from 11
to 18 years of age. Members of
the faculty from Rangeley in
clude Arlene Sprague, Clarence
Lamb, Rosella Priest.
David
Porter, Olin Robbins, Bob Oakes,
Helen Oakes and Pat Johnson,
To sum up the philosophy of
Waya-Awi briefly, in the words
of Mr. Page Sharp, founder and
owner; “ Intelligence is no res
pecter of language aptitudes —.
some are born spellers and some
are not — about 25% of the
population of our schools do not
have these inherently good lan
guage associative aptitudes. With
proper instruction, any person of
average
intelligence
caa
be
taught to read as well as his in
telligence permits, can learn to
spell well enough to meet his edu
cational needs and can be given
the intellectual skills of his age
level.”
The Campus
The campus of Wawa-Awi
stretches along one side of Cull
Pond and has 25 buildings for the
housing and administration of the
school. Recreational facilities in
clude a nice sa|idy beach, 3 sail
boats, 10 or 15 row boats, 6 or 7
canoes, water skiing facilities, an
N.R.A. Rifle Club, archery, tennis
courts, baseball and about any
other sport you can think of.
During the summer the stu(Answers on Page 5)

The many guests at Heald’s this
week have been enjoying excep
tionally fine fishing. Although
they’ve all had considerable luck,
not one can top Mr. John Kent of
Portland. Mr. Kent, who has been
vacationing in the region for
many jrears and at Heald’s the
past three, surprised one and all
(and possibly himself) with a sik
pound salmon. It is the largest
he has caught to date; and need
less to say he is overjoyed.
As you drive along route 17
from Oquossoc Village your eye
is caught by a green oasis on the
Rangeley lakeshore. The modest
sign at the drive states simply
that you are at Heald’s House
keeping Camps. Driving in you
notice the carefully clipped lawn
that rolls gently to the shoreline,
the trim green and white cottages
and the lovingly tended flower
gardens. Most of all you are fill
ed with a sense of peace and rest
ful security.
A sample of the fish caught by two parties last week at
On entering the office, you are
Blodgetts,
on Rangeley Lake. 4 more were already packed
greeted by Don and Ann Heald,
the pleasant young couple wrho away frozen. The big’ one weighs 5 lbs.
make this -attractive spot their
home. Unlike many of our camp
and hotel owners. Don and Ann
and their one and a half year old
dauhter Nancy rem-ain in the re
gion throughout the winter find
ing pleasure and relaxation in
home and community activities.
Don and Ann are the second
generation of Healds to operate
their camps. Winslow J. Heald.
Don’s father, built the original
camps around 1908, --and added
two more in 19 41. Upon his death
in l"5 45, Mrs. Heald took over the
management until Don was dis
charged from the service. In 1949
they bought the final cottage
which brought the count to five.
When interviewing the Healds
the usu-al question of how they
came to the Raneley Region was
needless, since Don was born and
brought up here. Educated at
Gould Academy, he grew up in the
camp management business. Serv(Continued On Page 9)

Historic Mountain View

Garden Club
Meets July 8
Mrs. Arthur Kelly will play
hostess to the regular monthly
meeting of the Rangeley Lakes
Garden Club on Monday, July 8
at 2:30 p.m. She will be assisted
by Mrs. Arthur B-ates and Mrs.
Reed Ellis.
Laurence Stewart, Conserva
tion Educator for the Maine De
partment of Inland Fisheries and
Game will speak to the group on
“ Conservation of our Natural Re
sources” . Mr. Stewart is the form
er owner of Wildwind Camps on
Lake Mooselookmeguntic.

KENNEBAGO BOB SAYS:
You can get drowned close to shore too.

II

A Happy Home at Mountain View.
pool or billiard room and still
more rooms.
On careful inspection, the
Settles found the main building
completely beyond repair and had
it razed. They subsequently re
modelled the annex, dividing the
recreation room into a dining
room and attractive cocktail
lounge. The billiard room was
converted into a capacious kit
chen and the upstairs bedrooms
were refurnished to handle an
overflow off guests. With the
building of three new cottages*
After Kimball and Bowley, and the conversion of the remain
ing four to housekeeping the
Mountain View saw successive
Settles
began a new era at Moun
owners; the Norths, who later
tain View'.
were
associated
with
North
On interviewing the Settles for
Camps, Fred and Joyce Burns,
and Frances and Willard Judkins. this article, the first question
In 1950 the present owners, Curt asked was, “ Why did you decide
and Alice Settle, bought Moun to come to Rangeley?” And like
tain View'. At that time the resort so many others, the answer was
consisted of the main building this. The Settles had vacationed
and annex and six cottages, two in the Rangeley Region as well
of wiiich w'ere house keeping. In as other resort areas, but they
the main building were the kit enjoyed our locale so very much
chen, diningroom,, office and that they decided that this was it.
cocktail lounge as well as a myr This is where they wanted to buy
iad of rooms. The annex, which a busiuess. Before coming to
was used mainly for dances, con Rangeley they ow'ned the Marlton
tained the recreation room, the
(Continued On Page 8)
Not only is the Mountain View
on Rangeley Lake one of the old
est resort areas in the region, hut
undoubtedly more changes have
taken place on this lovely strip
of lake shore since the Original
hotel was first erected. Built in
187 8 by Henry T. Kimball, the
Mountain View House was one of
the show places of the region. In
1895, Kimball and co-owner
Lewis Bowley built the Annex
which was connected to the main
building by an archlike passage
way.
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OQUOSSOC LOG CHURCH
Rev. Clayton Richard Pastor
Services 9:00 a.m. Sundays
throughout the summer
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH OF THE
RANGELEY REGION
Rev. Mr. Baughman, Pastor
10:45 a.m. service,
Loyalty Sunday (new Pledges)
3-6 p.m. Open House for all mem
bers and friends at the Parson
age
CHURCH OF THE
GOOD SHEPHERD, EPISCOPAL
The Rev. Mr. Daniel Sullivan,
Vicar
&:0'0 a.m. July 4th
Holy Communion
July 7th — The Third Sunday
After Trinity
8:00 a.m. Holy Communion
9:00 a.m. Morning Prayer,
Family Service
11:00 a.m. Holy Communion and
Sermon
7:00 Evening Prayer follow-ed
by meeting of Young People’s
Fellowship
BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Mr. Charles Durgin, Pastor
10:45 a.m. Sunday Service
12 noon Bible School Hour
7:30 p.m. Sunday Evening Song
and Praise Service
7:30 p.m. Thursday Evening
Prayer Meeting
CATHOLIC CHURCHES
Rev. Father Guillet

Lots Of
Honeymooners
At Verrill's
Verrill’s Deluxe Cabins seem to
attract the newlyweds, at least
the crop of honeymooners was
very flourishing for this week at
Verrill’s. They include Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Allen, North Conway,
N. H., Mr. and Mrs. William Annis, of Camden, Maine, Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Heal, Millinocket,
Maine, Mr. and Mrs. Bryant
Hodgkins, of Lakehurse, N. J.,
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Korslund, of
Waterville, Maine, and Mr. and
Mrs. W. W. Measels, "Washington,
D. C., Karyl Jane Davenport, 10
years old granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Urban Verrill was sur
prised to receive a huge ice cream
cake as a belated birthday gift,
the other day, from Mr. and Mrs.
J. Mahoney, of Revere, Mass. The
Mohoneys are long time guests at
the Verrill’s.
Among those who had good
luck fishing the past week at Verrills were Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
Lang of Pittsburg, Pa. and Mr.
and Mrs. W. Schurdel and party
of New York City.
Other guests who will be at
Verrill’s for a while are Mr. and
Mrs. Anthony G. Silvia and fami
ly of Taunton, Mass , Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Metcalf of Gilbertville, Mass. Miss Audrey Toppin,
of Gilbertville, Mass., Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Scully, Blackstone,
Mass, and Mr. and Mrs. V. M.
Kimm, of Johnson, R. L

Tourists seem delighted with
the Chamber of Commerce' new
Rangeley Region Guide book.
Lt. Richard J. Miles has been
visiting John H. Miles, Oquossoc.
Lt. Miles has recently received
his second Lieutenants commis
sion in the Air Force at Harlinggen, Texas. Much to his delight
he will be stationed in Maine
at Bangor. Phil Pol land Jr. was
his guide when early one morn
ing they came back with 2 nice
salmon.
•

Hunter Cove Camps
The wild animals of the Rangeley Lakes Region are one of Its
many attractions and the motherdeer with their babys on proud
display have been a never ending
source of interest at Hunter Cove
Camps lately. The fawns are fast
losing their spots and are enter
ing adolescence of deer life. And
their mothers feel more safe now
in bringing them out of the thick
ets to brouse and be seen.
Another wild life note of Hun
ter Cove Camps is in the fishing
department. Joseph DeLucia and
David Bennett of Cheshire, Con
necticut are the prize fishermen
of the week.
New arrivals this week are Col.
Earl G. Kingdon and family of
Staten Island, N.Y. Arriving July
6th from "Westfield, Mass, are
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hill for
their annual two-weeks vacation.

Tidbits From The Check Outboard
Oquossoc
Motor Now
Information Center The outboard boatman who for

Little John II, age 2 1,£, son of
Lena and John Miles, Oquossoc,
St. Luke’s, Rangeley
was caught in one of the unpre
Mass 6:45, 9:00 and 10:30 a.m. dictable summer squalls out on
Rangeley Lake while guiding his
Our Iiady of the I^akcs, Oquossoc
grandfather from S c a r b o r o ,
Mass 9:00 a.m.
Maine. By the time they could
get home Lil’ John was really
St. John’s, Stratton
initiated in proper style to the
Mass 7:45 a.m.
Rangeley G u i d e s Association.
CHURCH NOTES
As his anxious mother and grand
mother ran to the drenched dock
Father Michael Oahier of New to rescue the drenched younster,
York City will be assisting Father they saw him riding the bow of
Guillet until after Labor Day. grandpa’s new boat, water drip
Father Cahler is a professor of ping down his pink cheeks,
history and latin at the Bishop shrieking with delight at the
Dubois High School in New York. bumpy and thrilling ride he was
On Saturday night at 7:30 getting.
there will be a Youth For Christ
Leo Venskus, Rumford, Maine,
Meeting at the Baptist Church. and his sister Josephine Morgan
There will also be a. Musical of Worcester, Mass., who have
Meeting with the King’s Ambas been staying at Champagne’s
sadors from King’s College, New Camps, got these in one morning:
York.
1 - 6 lb. Salmon, 1 - 4 lb. Salmon,
1 - 2 lbs. and several more.
Rev. and Mrs. Charles Durgin
will return Sunday from Th8
Young Jimmy Champagne got
Word of Life Camp at Schroon the thrill of his life when he was
Lake in the Aderondacks.
permitted to ride Alice, the ele
phant after the Circus show Sat
The following is reprinted from urday evening. Alice tapped Jim
the June 30th program of the my with her trunk and Jimmy, a
Oquossoc Union Church:
trusting soul, placed' his foot in
The guest minister for this the curved trunk. With one neat
summer’s services is the Rev. swing, Alice tossed Jimmy up on
Clayton E. Richard, who has of
ficiated in this church on previous
occasions. Mr. Richard has just
We wish to thank our neigh
completed a six-year pastorate in
bors, friends, the Rangeley
the Old North Church (Congre
Fire Department, New England
gational) at Nantucket, Mass. He
formerly served the Mexico Con- ! Telephone and Telegraph Com
gregational Church of Mexico, Me. | pany, Oquoseoo Light and Pow
er Company, and the H. A.
for six years and on Septembre 1 !
Furbish Company for the as
• f this year will begin a new pas- ! sistance given us at the recent
torate in the First Congregation- j fire at our house.
The Don Wilcoxs
al Church at Calais, Me.

Card of Thanks

FR E SH

to her back. Sitting up there Jim
my really felt like a king of the
"Big Top” .

FR U ITS and V E G E T A B L E S

W E ST E R N STEER BEEF

Roger's Market
OQUOSSOC, M A IN E

QUALITY GROCERIES
S. S. Pierce Products • Frozen Foods
ROGER V E R R IL L, Prop.— Tel. Rangeley 19-12

gets to take care of his motor in
the spring may remember in the
summer that it’s hard to paddle
a boat home with your hat.
But it can happen. And the big

T U T O R I N G

5th through 10th
Grades
*
*
*
*
*

Math
Reading
English
Science
History

Richard M. Gray,
B.S. — M.A.
(15 Years Experience)
TEL. 158-3
Box 53
OQUOSSOC

M AIN

STREET

FILLING STATION
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AT LAK EW O O D
SKOWHEGAN, Me., July —
Ruth McKenney, whose stories
about her sister were the basis
of the hilarious comedy “ My Sis
ter Eileen” which became the eq u a l l y successful “ Wonderful
Town” , has done it again with a
story about her entire family,
boom in family boating— 30 mil
lion Americans may be afloat for
run this summer— means that
many a sturdy churn is tended by
inexperienced hands.
One session in the spring ig about all it takes to guard you against common troubles.
Start by taking off the motor
cover. Remove the spark plugs
and take them down to the corner
filling station, where they can be
cleaned. They should be regap
ped to the manufacturer’s speci
fication. If you don’ t know it, try
0.030.
While the plugs are out of the
cylinder heads, squirt a little oil
into each oue. Ground the spark
plugs wires and turn the motor
over a few times to spread the
oil around.
At the filling station find out
i” your old plugs spark well af
ter being clean and adjusted. If
they don’t, get new ones. There
are no filling stations four miles
out on the lake, and a bad plug
is as bad as none.
Now you’re ready to remove the
flywheel cover plate and clean the
magneto points with a piece of pa
per. These points are like your
spark plug points in performance.
If they don’t work you row. When
these points show bad pits or get
so you cau’t clean them, replace
them. If they do clean up, adjust
the gap to 0.020 in lieu of more
specific information from tbe mo
tor maker.
Put the things you’ ve taken apart back together while you still
oaii. Now start on the low, or
business end, of your motor. Re
move the grease plugs on the
gearcase and check the lubricant
in the lower unit. Refill with the
proper stuff— not oil— and re
place the plugs. You should do
this several times a season if you
use the motor a good deal.
Now look over the propeller
and the drive pin, if your motor
has one. Some have friction
clutches instead. If there is a pin
and it appears worn, replace lt.
Also, put a spare in a piece of
tape on the motor where you can
find it come that lowering day
when you’re two miles from camp
c.nd it starts to rain and you shear
the pin by running over a log or
a rock.
If you ran over a log last year,
take a file to that propellor, too.
Smooth out any nicks and dips.
This will smooth the action and
cut down the vibration that’s an
enemy to the motor ana the boat.
That done, clean up your mess
and you’re ready to go.

particularly her Irish-American
father, which arrives at the Lakewood Theatre as the "The Loud
Red Patrick” starting next Mon
day, July 8.
Director Henry Richards has
assembled a cast for the produc
tion which includes members of
last winter’s Broadway company
which starred Arthur Kennedy
and David Wayne.
“ The Loud Red Patrick” will

Lawrence Fletcher
also bring back Lakewood’s fa
vorite comedian, Skedge Miller,
for his first performance this sea
son as co-star with Lawrence
Fletcher who plays the title role.
The comedy, adapted by John
Boruff from Miss McKenney’s
story, dramatically describes the
vicissitudes of a good-natured
Irish-American father who is
blessed with four lovely young
daughters and has the total res
ponsibility for bringing them up
according to his own particular
code. The young daughters have
minds of their own, and it is the
intra-family warfare that pro
vides the hilarity in the play.
Throw in lodger Finnegan, an exhoofer who is dodging alimony,
played by Ekedge Miller, and
Patrick’s private war with the
local gas company, and there is
enough potential mayhem in the
air to keep audiences close to
hysteria for three full acts.
The cast of “ The Loud Red
Patrick”
supporting Lawrence
Fletcher and Skedge Miller In
cludes Arlene Ross and Jeanne
Itejaunier of the New York com
pany and Lakewood players Flo
rence Bray, Emily Horsley, Judy
Dawson, Matt McCulloch and Phi
lip Mandolker. Henry Richards
is staging the production and Hal
Shafer is designing the set.
“ The Loud Red Patrick” will
be performed at I-akewood even
ings at 8:15 all next week, with
matinees on Wednesday and Sa
turday at 2:30. "Holiday For
Lovers” -starring Lawrence Flet
cher and Nancy Cushman contin
ues through Saturday, July 6.
John Bennett and Donald Cook
will come to Lakewood in "Ja
nus” the week beginning July 15.

VERNON E. STEWART

SIGNS U P R O O T E D O N BALD M O U N T A IN ROAE

Accessories
Washing
Greasing
Mobile Gasoline and Oil
Tires and Batteries

knocked down as well as one o<
An act of vandalism was com the sign posts.
mitted last Saturday night on the
The three summer resident*
Bald Mountain Road when four who suffered damages are Mrs.
signs were removed from their Helen Wells, Edward P. Briggs
posts. Three of the four signs and Herman S. Lorenz. The Lo
belonged to private homes and renz sign, made of metal, was
were comparatively small. The completely twisted out of shape.
fourth, however, belonging to
The authorities have been no
Camp Antlers, is relatively large. tified of the incident and steps
According to owners, Ed and are being taken to prevent any
Dick Parker, their sign was further such acts.

Tel. 171-2

Rangeley

FLETCHER’S
FLY SHOP
Headquarters for
Fishermen’s Supplies
PENDLETON"
SPORTSWEAR
for
Men and Women
BASS FOOTWEAR
B png Your Fishing
Problems To

FL E T C H E R ’ S
FLY SHOP
FOR ADVICE
Main Street,

Rangeley

Bald Mountain Camps
on

Beautiful Lake Mooselookmeguntic
LOG CAM PS — M ODERN CONVENIENCES
D IN IN G ROOM, American Plan
SAND B EACH
Telephone, Rangeley 8344
ROSE and RONNIE TURMENNE, Proprietors
P. 0. Bald Mountain, Maine
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His favorite act, and naturally so,
was the trained dogs. Spotty just
had to move in closer for this
one.

NOTEBOOK
Well, isn’t this, just the freaki
est weather you ever did see.
Imagine having hurricanes in
June. 1 never dreamed, when I
read about Audrey’s birth a week
back, that she’d decide to vaca
tion in the Rangeley Region. Vi
sitors like that just aren’t wanted
©round here, even tlio we’re not
ed for our hospitality. Although
1 took in my welcome mat, Old
Audrey kept right on huffing and
puffing around my cottage ’til she
most knoced me out of bed. Most
ill tempered girl.
Mot only does that Bert Cote
Play. the prettiest music, but he
sings right well too. 1 hear he and
Ed Parker have a fishing date to
morrow, and most likely Bert will
just charm those big ones into the
boat if he and Ed try a little close
harmony.
While my mind is on that end
of the Big Lake, 1 wonder about
that poor skunk they’ve lost
down to To-Ar-Lo. They’re asking
folks to keep an eye out, for him
and all; but suposing some poor
soul should attempt to pick up the
wandering Porky only to find out
lt wasn’t Porky at all. Might not
be too scents-able.
1 guess we all miss the Frank
Rolands who used to he over at
Moontide Spring. They’re down in
Hartford, Conn, now and Frank is
doing real fine with his oil burn
er service and repair work. Mrs.
Roland is keeping busy too going
to school and learning how to run
one of them comptometer things.
Eric Bjork, who’s staying down
at Blodgett’s, has this one to tell
about his pal Art Grahame. It
seems that Art is a mighty suc
cessful fisherman dowu where he
comes from in New York. He can
always bring back a siring of the
biggest fish even when no one
else is having any luck. The amaz
ing part Is that he just doesn’t
teem to have any fishing gear in
his boat, ever. Just an old club;
that's all. Well, Eric, he’d been

getting (like Alice) curiouser and
curiouser watching Art go out
with his club and come home with
the big ones, so ono day he tied
him down.
“ How do you do it, Art?’’ he
says.
“ Well now,” Art replies, “ it
ain’t really nothing.” And pulling
a plug of tobacco, out of his
pocket, he continues, “ See this
here? Well, I found me a deep
hole where the big ones lie, and
I’ve been feeding this tobacco to
’em til' they just can’t resist the
stuff. Developed a regular habit,
you might say. Now whenever I
want a little action, I just head
for that sinkhole, shave off a few
chunks of tobacco and wait. Prety soon they’vet got to surface to
spit, and I club ’em.”
Looking real modest, lie con
cludes, “ I guess tbe reason I don’t
take no small ones is, they’s too
young to chew.” Now, 1 can’t
really believe that, but old-Erie
there says its a fact. All I can say
is, “ We’ve got the big ones. Art;
the rest is up to you.”
Mabel Case tells us that some
folks came into town Saturday
morning, but she was just a kid
at -heart like the rest of us cause
she spied that circus over off
Robbins Avenue and set- herself
down. She must have enjoyed the
show, as she behaved like a per
fect lady all afternoon, all sunny
smiles. The young folk certainly
enjoyed it too, and we old folk
enjoyed them. Such a tangle of
hoys and girls, faces smeared with
cotton candy, ooliing and aahing
at the elephants and squealing
with delight at the clowns. Gusts
of laughter accompanied. Lynn
Hamden’s walk to her seat with
Bozo the clown at her heels, and
didn’t Tommy Targett and Ber
nard McGarvey move fast when
they saw big Alice the elephant
bearing down on them. Stubby
Bean’s dog Spotty was a model
member of the audience, watch
ing each act with polite interest.

All Branches of

D AGM A R’S
THE RED BARN

UNIQUE GIFTS

THE PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK

You are welcome to dine
with us
Please call in advance

B LO D G E T’S
Comfortable Camps

TITCOMB'S DAIRY
*
*
*
•
*

Pasturlzed Milk
Homogenized Milk
Heavy Cream
Light Cream
Buttermilk
* Cottage Cheese

*
*
*
--- *
•
*

Y

Orange Juice
Chocolate Drink
RJtim Milk
Eggs
Oleo
Fruit Cocktail

Catering to Fishing —
People and Family Groups
Rt. 17 — One Mile from
Oqnossoo

DELIVERY SERVICE

TRUE'S
RANGELEY LAKE CAMPS
KA.NGELEY, MAINE
“ Make True’s Camps your
Summer Home in Maine**
Tel. 210

KEN WILBER
CONTRACTOR
Creative Design-Sound Construction
PHONE 59 — ------------------- R A N G E L E Y , ME.

Hardware - Appliances
LA U N D E R E TTE
Plumbing — Heating

Telephone 37

FINEST VIEW IN NEW ENGLAND
From
RIDGE FARM GIFT SHOP

EUSTIS RIDGE
ICE CREAM

INEXPENSIVE GIFT'S
SOFT DRINKS

THE RANQELEY INN
COFFEE SHOP - DINING ROOM

DANCE — WED.

NIGHTS

Beginning July 10
to

L et’s All Meet At

Emery L. Scribner

JIMMY ARCHER’S BAND

WHISPERING WINDS

& Son

in

“ The Place That Duncan Hines Missed”
Rt. 17, Oquossoc
VIRGINIA HUNTOON, Prop,

TEL. 62

THE ARCH ROOM

n

3

Tbe Young People’s Fellow
! -ship -at the Church of the Good
I Shepherd have certainly done a
fine job, planting -those window
boxes with their bright geraniums
for the church and vicarage.
A n d speaking of flowers,
there’s some mighty pretty roses
growing' down in Green vale in
back of Sawin’ s.
Mr. and Mi's. Ray Fox will be
mighty lonesome av i t h their
daughter, Mrs. Wesley Nicholson,
and their grand daughters, Gayle
and Sandra Rae, goue. The Ni
cholson girls have returned to
their home in Richmond, Cal. af
ter spending three weeks in
Rangeley. Sue Bartlett has gone
back to Bangor too. Miss Jaeky’s
still there tho so things won’t be
too dull.
Even the deer attend the Sat
urday buffets at Saddleback. Last
Saturday a young white tail was.
busily chomping grass just out
side the diningroom Avliile half of
Rangeley were busily chomping
the Robbins’ culinary delights in
side.
Before finishing off for the
week I should send a message to
my Uncle Fud, a salty old charac
ter that li\res down on Cape Cod.
“ Hold onto your britches, Fuddy
boy, when Aunt Jo bits Cape Cod
all tarnation will break loose.”
There, by gollies, that does it.
I can rest my aching tongue til
next Aveek. Don’t forget tbe Wa
ter Carnival. I’ll be there; will
you ?

Hit of the show was- Hurricane
Hazel, the seven year old baby
elephant, who went through her
act like a seasoned troujer. Be
fore the show Hazel had delight
ed me by splashing herself liber
ally with mud from a convenient
puddle. Just like a kid. You get
them all ready to go out, and
sure as fire they’ ll mess them
selves up. In the ring, however,
Hazel was a model of propriety,
dancing and sitting-up for Bozo
as nice as you please. The real
climax came when he asked her
to speak; and speak she did
squealing lustily not once but
several times.
Yessiree, Saturday was kids
day, from babies in prams, to oldtimers like me. With the peanuts
and popcorn and monkeys on
sticks; colored ices and pony
rides; big eyes and laughter and
the constant “ Mommy! Daddy!
Look!” The circus, our very own
circus, in Rangeley.
The wild strawberries must be
ripe. I’ve noticed a lot of folks along the road side picking like
crazy.
I was just, thinking back, this
being Fourth of July and all, to
when I was a little girl. Thinking ! You kuow, I’m just a wealth
of the fireworks displays there j of useless information. Now here’s
used to be. We used to sit on our I a juicy item I’ ve been storing awharf over ou the Big Lake after way til the proper moment. The
sundown, and wluma sight it was. current Geophysical Year began
Sky rockets and fountains and at 8 p.m. Sunday night. Now isn't
AUNT JO
and sparklers; and the sweet that a corker?
smelling punk that served a dual
purpose — to touch off the fire
works and keep off the bugs. Oh,
my it was a sight. Nowadays, about the only time you get to see
fireworks is at the Fairs. Tip here,
you know, we should give a little
extra thought to the Fourth.
Where would we be without the
Declaration of Independence, as
we Rangeley folks are just about
SADDLEBACK ROAD
the most independent there are.
Wee Brucie Verrill has . found
himself a new bank. He’s bus’ ly
caching his pennies in my gossip
box in his daddy’s store. The only
trouble is that I have the key,
and Brucie’ll have a long tricycle
ride to get me when he wants to
make a withdrawal.
The HIGHLANDER folks treat
FARMINGTON, MAINE
ed me to a delightful day last
week. They took me to Lewiston
• Checking Accounts
to see how the paper gets print
ed. I just had the grandest time
• Savings Accounts
snooping and asking questions
altd getting besmeared with printF. D. I. C.
•ers ink. The folks at-Le Messager
were more than kind to put up
with me, and I hope they’ll let
me come back again. Of course I
didn’t get to know them all, but
I hope to real soon. Of all the
VANCE and KARL OAKES, Proprietors
folks I met., I was most impressed
with Dom. Never still a second,
FRESH MEATS, VEGETABLES AND GROCERIES

THE BARKER

Haley Beauty Salon

Tel. 5949

he’s busy putting the paper to
gether. I guess he can do just about everything, and do it well.
And what a fellow for patience.
Never once did he find fault with
my poking and getting in the way.
Before I forget it, I’ll send a note
to Roger. He spent most of his
valuable, time trying to teach me
how to proof read the galleys.
Well, Roger, I’ m practicing hard,
and many thanks for putting up
with me. My thanks go to all the
Le Messager folks. (I know
they’ll see this one way or an
other. Even' Dom will read this
upside down and backwards.) One
last thought on this subject.
What really beats me is how Mr.
Boisvert, the boss, can go around,
all day in a white shirt and end
up at 6:30 p.m. looking like he
did at 9 a.m. It’s sheer magic,
that’s what it is.
Glancing through the BOSTON
SUNDAY HERALD’s magazine
section I noticed, these clever
names given to Jitterbugs by the
San Diego Trash Collection Dept.
They call them “ strewballs” and
“ scatterpillers” . From the looks
ox our roadsides and shorelines,
it would appear that our region
is infested with these pests. DDT
Avont stop them, but a strong ap
plication of WTT
(watch that
trash) just might.

MAIN STREET MARKET

Beauty Culture
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How The Rangeley
Lakes Were Formed
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“ INFORMATION PLEASE”
by
Lena Miles
At the junction of Routes 16
and 4 in Oquossoc stands a little
white cottage which is the sum
mer home of Mr. Mrs. John Miles
and son, LIT John; and here, in
©ur humble dwelling, we struggle
desperately to give out informa
tion to some 1500 people per sea*on.
First you must have a smile
warm and friendly enough to melt
the bitter hearts-of those tourists
who have “ bounced” over the 40
lome miles in from Errol, N.H.,
on Rt. 16; through primitive wil
derness with bear lurking behind
each tree ready to attack should
they have a flat tire---- fiddlestix! Then, they are so delirious
ly happy to see a REAL HUMAN
BEING they proceed to sit down
and stay awhile, bombarding you
With questions like, “ Where to
go?” "Where to eat?” “ What to
see” ? “ Where to fish” ? “ What
"happens in the wintertime?”
“ You mean the lake freezes oVer?” — “ Ob, My---------- L”
Then there’s always the party
who wants the ideal cottage—ultra modern with fireplace, show
er, maid service, etc.,---------- for
16.00 a day!
Sewing on a button, offering a
Weary child a cookie, or rescuing
a frustrated mother with a
squirming youngster and that
ever-popular inquiry, "Do you
have a Ladies’ Room?” are all
part of an average day in the lif®
of an ijftormation clerk. One has
to be a combination psychologist,
mathematician, seamstress, law
yer, nurse, fisherman, guide,
humorist, baby-sitter, mechanic
and magician!
(The latter is
practiced when all else has fail
ed!)
What to do when 10 young
men invade yovu* little cottage
(just big enough for two) at ba
by’s feeding time and want you
to plan their canoe trip for them?
Well, you simply hand over your
gurgling 7-monther to the most
trusting soul of the group, ask if
he’s ever fed a baby, and pray
your son suffers no ill effects.
And then how embarrassing
when on a miserable rainy afternooi. (between mopping up pud
dles left from stranded motorists)
your cat, Geraldine, decides it is
time to give birth to her kittens;
and that the living room couch

is far more comfortable than the
lovely cardboard nursery,'labeled
"S.S. Pierce Red Kidney Beans” ,
a gift from Roger’s Market.
While on the feline subject an
other horrible episode comes in
to mind. It all happened when
“ muffy” , one of Gerry’s kittens,
un-invited of course, climbed into
an already bewildered Tourist’s
automobile and Just as the gentleenvan was coming to -a stop
sign (thank goodness) ”'mut*fy”
decided to crawl up the poor un
suspecting man’s pant leg! No
need to describe th© look on the
New Yorker’s pale face as he
stood at my doorstep with the
mischievous kitten and asked
bluntly, “ Is this your eat???”
Then your 1
yr. old son adds
to the atmosphere and takes ad
vantage of a lengthy telephone
conversation or a knock at the
door to go into action! A favorite
habit is decorating the bathroom
with reames and reames of toilet
tissue until it takes on the festive
look of a mardi-gras. Or after
managing to find one of mom
my’s lipsticks, paints himself up
like a little warrior — or shuts
“ muffy” up in the desk drawer!
His pet fancy now is to look into
men’s shirt pockets for chewing
gum and is also fascinated by the
contents of women’s handbags.
Just as you begin to feel quite
confident about the knowledge of
your state, up comes the question,
"Can you tell me how to get to
“ Pocomoonshine Lake” ? (For
your information, it’s in Washing
ton County).
But, in all sincerity, it is a
pleasure to help the wonderful va
cationists who visit our summer
cottage eaeh year. You can sell
anything when you believe in the
r odnct. I am told. If so, I have
the battle half won! For I LOVE
RANGELEY right from the top
of her deep purple mountains
down to the last little "mingle” .
Johnny and I fell in love with this
region six years ago when we
were here on our honeymoon. To
us it is the symbol of everything
we’ve ever thought of as "home” !
Hope there will not be a tour
ist who will take It in hl8 heart
to sue me ’cause we love you all
and, shucks, where would we be
without “ ya” ! ! ?

Don’s Rolling Shop

CESSPOOLS
AND SEPTIC TANKS

ELECTRICIAN
PLUMBING
Tel. 194-3
Oquossoe

Cleaned and Repaired
Free Inspections —
Reasonable Rates
Box 302
Wilton, Me.
Tel. W’ilton 8-2107 or 3-8822
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By July 4, 1776, the historic ride of Paul Revere,
the battles of Lexington and Concord and that of
Bunker Hill had already taken place. The Continen
tal Congress, sitting in Philadelphia, had voted for
independence, without dissent. On July 4 the Dec
laration of Independence, the draft of which was
written by Jefferson of Virginia, was approved
without dissent and signed by John Hancock, pres
ident of the Congress. The Declaration was first
publicly proclaimed in Philadelphia on July 8 and
was read before Washington and his troops in New
York City the next day. The following constitutes
the preamble to this historic document.
“ When in the course of human events, it be
comes necessary for one people to dissolve the po
litical bands which have connected them with an
other, and to assume among the powers of the
earth, the separate and equal station to which the
laws of Nature and of Nature’s God entitle them,
a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires
that they should declare the causes which impel
them to the separation.”
“ W e hold these truths to be self-evident, that
all men are created equal that they are endowed by
their Creator with certain unalienable rights, that
among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of hap
piness. That to secure thse rights governments are
instituted among men, deriving their powers from
the consent of the governed, that whenever any
form of government becomes destructive of these
ends, it is the right of the people to alter and
abolish it, and to institute a new government, lay
ing its foundation on such principles and organiz
ing its powers in such form as to them shall seem
most likely to effect their safety and happiness.
Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments
long established should not be changed for light
and transient causes; and accordingly all experi
ence has shown that mankind are more disposed to
suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right
themselves by abolishing the forms to which they
are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses
and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same ob
ject, evinces a design to reduce them under absolute
despotism, it is ther right, it is their duty to throw
off such government, and to provide new guards
for their future security. Such has been the patient
sufferance of these Colonies; and such systems of
government. The history of the present King of
Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries and
usurpations, all having in direct object the establish
ment of an absolute tyranny over the states. To
prove this let facts be submitted to a candid world.”
(There followed a list of the grievances which
the Colonies had suffered, and the following decla
ration:)
“ W e therefore, the representatives of the United
States of America in general Congress assembled,
anpealing to the Supreme Judge of the world for
the rectitude of our intentions, do, in the name,
and by authority of the good peonle of these Col
onies, solemnly publish and declare, that these
United Colonies are and of a right ought to be,
free and independent s t a t e s ;.............. And for the
support of this Declaration, with a firm reliance on
the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, our fortunes and
our sacred honor.”

Did you ever look out across
one of the several large lakes of
the Rangeley Lakes Region, and
say to yourself, "I wonder what
made this lake here?” "What
made the big holes in the ground
up here in the mountains to make
the chain of lakes?”
The old theory, held up to a
few years ago, was that Paul Ban
yan left these holes as tracks of
his feet when he logged this coun
try off; and that the Androscog
gin valley is really ah old twitchroad made by Paul and his Blue
Ox
affectionately
known
as
“ Babe” . It could easily have been
made when Paul and Babe were
cutting pine hack in the first
quarter of the last century in
Franklin County. They could
have twitched it up over Sadd’ eback, but Paul says we will do
this the easy way and go around
through New Hampshire. As the
story goes, they cut 700'billion,
billion feet of punkin pine the
winter of 18 23 and twitched it all
out through New Hampshire. In
doing that they wore such a gul
ly it started the Androscoggin.
And well, there was a real big
pine on Spotted Mountain, it was
so big It took Paul a half a day to
cut it, and where Paul had his
feet planted that morning was
where Mooselookmeguntic and
Rangeley lakes are today. (Paul
always stood pigeon toed when he
chopped. He said that was the se
cret of his powerful swing) This
Is the lumberman’s view of how
these lakes were formed perhaps
but an old prospector drifted into
town the other day from over
California way. And, he told me
this was all wrong. This is the
story he told, and to this report
er it sounds much more improb
able and far fetched than the one
about Paul Bunyan.
This story is as it was told to
the Highlander and because of
its rather exaggerated sounding
nature, the Highlander assumes
no responsibility for its authenti
city.
_
A far fetched idea
According to the Old Prospec
tor about 20,000 years ago mount
ains of ice covered everything
from the north pole south as far
as central United States. This ie®
was several thousand feet thick in
places. This ice called a glacier,
kept pressing southward because
more and more ice was being
formed in the north. Snowfall
built up on the ice to the point
where the thickness of the ic®
caused it to spread out in a hori
zontal direction like a bucket of
mush dumped on the table. The
tremendous size of this great ice
cap is indicated by the fact that
when it melted, the level of the
oceans of the world rose 200 feet.
Well, this great ice mass moved
southward with the bottom of the
ice pushing and scraping over the
surface of the earth, moved huge,
boulders ahead of it and rubbed
down the countours of the mount
ains. Conseciuentlv long ridges of
sand, rock and soil pushed up in
front of the glacier.
Eventually, the earth wobbled
on its axis so that the northern
part tipped back toward the sun
and things began to warm up around here. Then the Ice began
to melt and run off as water. The
glacier glowlv retreated to the
north and finally disappeared ex
cept in Greenland and some isl
ands in the Arctic plus a few high
mountain valleys.
The lake Were formed
When the glacier retreated It
left the sand and rock and soil It
had pushpd up standing in high
ridges which formed bars and
dams across low places. These
low places were actually great
holes formed where the center of
the ice. moving over the ground
scooped out low places In the soft
er parts of the earth crust. Melt
ing water from the glacier fan in
to the holes and filled them to overflowlng then, going out at th®
lowest point formed Rapid river
and the Androscoggin. Since that
(Continued On I’age 8)
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Lady” — Richter; “ Silver Spoon”
— Gilbert; “ The Wonderful 0 ”—
Tliurber; “ Oil Painting is Fun” —•Fabry; “ Three Faces of Love” —■
Baldwin; “ A Man Ten Feet Tail”
— Miller; “ Look to the Stars” —
Baldwin;
“ Homing” — Thane;
“ Rascals in Paradise” — Michuer
and Day; “ Girl in the Blue Pina
fore"— Leasor; “ Radiation--What
it is and How it Affects You” —Schubert an, Lapp; “ Stay Alive
All Your Life” — Peale.
“ Queen of France” — Oastelot;
“ Nurse in the Tropics” — Dern;
“ The Betraying Heart” — Mandy;
“ Trigger
Trouble” — Stanley;
“ Gallows Trail” —-Davis; “ Three
for the Chair” — Stout; “ The Day
Christ Died” — Bishop; “ Sword
and Scalpel” — Slaughter; “ Case
of the Screaming Woman” — Gard
ner; “ Anne Boleyn” — Anthony;
“ See Rome and Die” — Revell;
“ Death of an Old Sinner” — Da
vis; “ There is a Season” — Colver;
“ Substitute
Doctor” — Serfert;
“ The Bridge at Andau” — Michener; “ The Guns o f . Navarone” —
MacLean; “ Day of Infamy” —
Lord; “ The Deer of North Ameri
ca"— Taylor (Reference).

Study is forgotten for the moment,

Camp Waya-Awi:
(Continued From Page 1)

dents and faculty put on a watir
carnival and a Drama Night. The
attendance of the Drama Night is
large and from the entire sur
rounding country. The proceeds
of this evenings entertainment,
which sometimes runs as high as
$4 00, is donated to the Rangeley
town Library, of which Page
Shakp is a trustee.
Others Rangeley members of
the staff of Waya-Awi Camp are
Maggy Haley, Mrs. Lewis Haley,
Mrs: Oscar Hamm, her daughter
Marie Hamm, Mrs. Arno Spiller
and Mrs. Harry Wentzell.
DISTINCTIVE LETTERHEADS
— Speak Louder Than Words—

W IL T O N PRINTED
PRODUCTS, INC.
Wilton, Maine

Many New Books
At Rangeley
Library
A large assortment of new
hooks have been received at the
Rangeley Library this week an
nounced Mrs. Ralph Philbrick, li
brarian. These include both fic
tion and non-fiction. Among
these are six of the Mainstream of
America Series which are: “ Glory,
God and Gold” b>* Wellman,
“ From Lexington to Liberty” by
Lancaster, “ The Age of the Mo
guls” by Holbrook, “ This Hal
lowed Ground” by Catton, “ New
Found World” by Lamb and
“ Age of. the Fighting Sail” by
Forester.
Other new books are:
“ In the Dark Night” — Hood;
“ Candle for a Corpse” — Sterling;
“ Seed . on the Wind”— Geagan;
“ Maine Place Names” — Chadbourne; “ Dud Dean and the En
chanted” — MacDougal; “ Life at
Happy Knoll”— Marquand; “ The
Living Legend”— Phillips; “ The

Lakes:
(Continued From Page 4)

time, erosion has carried materi
als into the lakes the mud and silt
settled out of the still water cre
ating, -wherever a stream ran In
to the lake, grassland and marsh
es around the shores where the
moose and the deer could feed.
When the waterg of the Andros
coggin reached the sea, fish be
gan to live in it and eventually
swam upstream to the new' lakes.
Among these are our Land Locked
Salmon.

CENTRAL
REPAIR SHOP
General Repairing
Call us to pick up
Y our AUTOMOBILE
Phone, 249
Rangeley,
Maine

1 0 -A R -L O
SMALL

S. A. COLLINS & SON

DINNER PARTIES

CONTRACTORS & BUILDERS

By Reservation Only

BUILDING MATERIALS

Things To Do At Mountain View
Mauntain View Housekeeping Cottages and Beach offer
many recreational facilities for the pleasure of their guests.
For the very young there Is a special play area with sand
box, seesaw and swingn. . This i.s situated near the sandy
beach, where the parents can relax while keeping an eye on
their children. For older children and adults there are archery,
shuffleboard and horseshoes as well ais croquet and the newly
added basket ball court. Bathing in beautiful Rangeley Lake
and sunbathing on the beach are popular sports on the fine sun
ny days, and guide,3 and boats are available for the fishermen.
The large outside fireplace and picnic thble provide ample op
portunity for cookouts, and individual charcoal barbeques are
available for those vTio wish to cook out of doors at the privacy
of their cottages. Golfing, tennis and horseback riding are all
within short driving distance from Mountain View' to make each
guest’s visit a perfect one.
of things that Hi wanted to pro
Dagmar's Red Barn
duce, so they began to look
Features Scandinavian Gifts i around for something else. Even
In a nice red barn about two
miles in on the Dallas Hill road
toward Saddleback Lake is lo
cated Dagmar’s unique and nicely
arranged gift shop. Because of
her Scandinavian ancestry, Dagmar became interested In gifts
and handicrafts from those north
ern European countries and fea
tures them in .her shop. As Dagmar says, “ A gift shop should
represent the taste and the per
sonality of the operator.” And,
Dagmar has tried to do that in
her Red Barn.
Items of Interest
Among the many interesting
things Dagmar has in her shop
are various and assorted lamps*
reproductions of antique glass,
antique lamps and decanters. Sho
bas a line of Swedish linen which
includes a decorated floor cloth
to go under the Christmas tree
and a nice linen bridge set which
is decorated with “ Tomtes” . (In
quiring about Tomtes, we found
that they are little Christmas
elves W'hich bring the presents
and do1good deeds to the people
of Sweden at Chritmas time. It
seents that while Santa Claus and
Donner and Blitzen cruise the
American skies and Grandfather
Frost carries the presents to little
children of central and eastern
Europe, the Tomtes are busy in
Sweden.) Another department at
Dagmar’s is a Christmas section.
Here, we find many kinds of
Christmas decorations ceramic
center pieces, figurines, Chritmas
cards, napkins and paper runners.
These runners are decorative lith
ographed paper sheets of various
sizes printed in Sweden with
Scandinavian winter and Christ
mas scenes which sell for 50e or
less. Then there are some very
musical Swredish sleigh bells for
attaching to doors. The decorated
enamel wrare by Georges Briard
of New York is modern and tra
ditional at the same time.
How the Hendry ,s came to

Telephone 96-11
Main Street
Rangeley,

Wanita Wanda

Tel. — Office:

Maine

35 or 181-3

ESTIMATES FREE OF CHARGE

Housekeeping Camps
One Of The Largest -------Thousands Of Items

HOMOLITE
CH AIN

SA W S

TURNER CENTER ANTIQUE SHOP
.

Turner Center, Me.

I

Tel. 48R.13

Sfjj to 7 Horse Power
SALES

and

SERVICE

L K. DAVIDSON

We go anywhere to buy
and have everything to sell

Main Street
Rangeley,

Maine

A N D E R S O N 'S
n e x t to th e p o s t

HEALD’S
CAMPS
H O U SE K E E P IN G

Oquossoe,

Main*

o ffice

Souvenirs
Radios to Rent
Sundries
Films — Cameras
Magazines — Newspapers
Vacation Needs
II
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Rangeley
Like many present Rangeley
residents, the Hendrys first be
came acquainted with the region
W'hile on vacation. Several years
ago Dagmar and Irving S. Hendry
came to Bud Russell’s Keunebago
Lake Club to spend a vacation.
During that stay, the beauty and
quiet of the region got its hold
upon them. They returned to
Bud’s place two or three times.
Presently, Hi and Digsey, as
Irving and Dagmar are known to
their friends, found themselves
riding around looking for a place
to buy and to live. Six years ago
they found their place on “ Heav
enly Heights” , known locally as
Dallas Hill.
The Hendry’s intention was to
make a living in Rangeley manu
facturing hand hade pine furni
ture. For three years Hi turned
out an individually designed and
highly finished pine living room
furniture. But as time passed, it
became evident that it wras diffi
cult to show a profit on the kind

tually they found that Ellis' In
surance Agency, wTiich had been
operated many years locally by
Reed Ellis, was for sale. So III
bought the agency and Mr. Ellis
retired.
While Hi was making furniture
Digsey had friends visiting them
who were craftsmen and who
made things to sell. So, she got
the idea of opening a shop to
handle their products in conjunc
tion with the furniture. As has
happened so many times in cases
like this, the gift shop grew while
the furniture business folded.
One question often asked is,
“ Where did you get the name
Dagmar for your shop.” The
answer is that Dagmar is her
given name and perhaps because
a famous television personality of
a few years ago made the name a
household word, Digsie decided to
use her real name.

Stop At

HIDDEN ACRES
DAIRY BAR
In Farmington

GREENWOOD
INN
Phillips, Maine
Tel. 17-11

GREATEST
SATISFACTION
comes from
doing a
goodjob for
our clients
IRVING S.
HENDRY
Saddleback Rd.
Phone 221

Henry's Rangeley Beach Camps
10 Camps on Rangeley Lake
American Plan Only

v Q U A L IT Y OLD N E W E N G LAN D
AND IT A L IA N

CUISINE

Reservations for Meals by Appointment Only
'
Located on Rt. 4
Tel. 257
HENRY PAPA, Prop.
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around the world last week.
Learning that Bobby had been in
a serious Motorcycle accident,
Mrs. Wilber sat down at the tel
ephone and rang up the hospital
ir the island of Formosa. It took
11 hours to get the call through
and at 7 ,A.M. the connection was
made, the time in Formosa be
ing 8HAM. (evening of the same
day). The call was made by
traus-Pacific cable and the delay
was because of trouble on the cir
cuit, (ordinarily it takes only a
few minutes). The rates are reas
Mrs. Harold S. Look, hev son onable being only $12 for three
A-1C John Look and Miss Judy minutes Plus tax.
Asscov of Portland spent the
Bobby, who is Airman 3 /c Rob
week-end of June 29-3 0 with Mr. ert Keith Wilbert, with the air
Harold S. Look and his mother, force in Formosa said that both
Mrs. H. A. Look who are, respec his shoulders and both of his legs
tively,
assistant manager and had been broken and that his face
manager of Pickford Camps. John had been scared some. The acci
left on Sunday for San Antonio, dent happened in April and he is
Texas.
still in the hospital, but getting aMr. and Mrs. Donald Lamb of long well. He would appreciate
Lunenberg, Mass., has spent a hearing from his friends we are
week visiting in Rangeley as the sure. His address is A 3 /c Rob
guest of • Mr. and Mrs. Wallace ert Keith Wilber, A. F. 11274270,
Hamm and Mr. and Mrs. Leonard 12th ATF (Prov), APO 63, San
Francisco, Calif.
Ross.
Earl Fletcher son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bessie Riddle is now at
home at her apartment over Scrib Mrs. George Fletcher left Thursner’s store, having returned from di.y noon to ta’ e up his work at
Remington Arms Co. at Ilion New
wintering in Florida.
York. Earl will be working as Me
Mr. and Mrs. Walter D. Hyatt chanical engineer assigned to pro
are occupying their cottage on duction for the Remington people.
Rangeley Lake for the summer.
Remington is now a subsidiary of
the Du Pont Corporation.
Mr. and Mi's. E.R. Aquilino and
their children, Diane and Michael,
Eleanor Hinkley, daughter of
arrived Saturday to spend a week
with Mrs. Aquilino’s parents, Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Ken Hinkley was
and Mrs. Francis Pillsbury. Miss home last week for her vacation.
Diane will remain in Rangeley for Eleanor is in nurses training at
Eastern Maine General Hospital
the summer.
in Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert A. Bean
of Ronsomville, N.Y. announce
Mr. and Mrs. William Simpson
the birth of a daughter, Terry and sons Paul and Karl of Wil
Lyn, weighing 5 lbs 7 oz. Proud mington, Del. were guests of the
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. HencVry’s last week. On their first
Guy Bean of Rangeley. The Herb day fishing Karl caught 4 nice
ert Beans’ address is Randolp3 Brook Trout and Mr. and Mrs.
Trailer Court, Ronsomville, N.Y.
caught one nice one each.
The Entwistle Lodge No. 146 of
I.O.O.F. Rangeley Maine is spon
soring a DANCE each Friday
night from July 5th to August
30th to he held in THE LODGE
HALL at Rangeley. There will be
square, round, contra, couple, and
circle dancing. Mr. Clint Wey
mouth of Strong will be the cal
ler and will give instruction free
of charge each Friday evening
from 8 until p.m. The dance be
gins at 9 and lasts until 1 A- M.
Donations .35 and .75.

Sunday June 30th, the Past
Matrons and Patrons of Eastern
Star went on their yearly outing.
This year they went to Damariscotta and to Pemaquid Point
where they had dinner at Gil
bert’s Lobster Pound. From there
they went to So. Bristol to visit
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Thompson
at their summer home. Mr.
Thompson is principal of Rangeley High School. The party re
turned through Winthrop where
they had supper at McNamarra’s.
Fifteen Rangeley people went on
the trip. The paroy included Ro
salia Priest, P. Alton Quimby, Mr.
and Mrs. Mason Russell, Mr. and
Mrs. Don Beal, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Case, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Morton, Mrs. H.B. Amber, Mr.
and Mrs. Harlan Doak and Mr.
and Mrs. Karl Oakes.
Mr. Basil Kinney, Superintend
ent of Schools, attended the con
ference of Maine Superintendents
of Schools at Orono during the
week, visiting at his home in Danforth before and after the con
ference.
Mrs. Wayland Williams leaves
Friday, July 5 for Orono, where
she will take a six weeks course
at the University of Maine. She
will be studying College English
in particular while working for
her degree and intends to take ad
vantage of the three week conser
vation course being offered this
summer.
Warrent Officer and Mrs.
Maurice York and their two chil
dren, Carol Anne and William,
have been visiting Mrs. York’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Myshrall, Rangeley, and her sis
ters. The Yorks have been sta
tioned in Alaska for over four
years. Warrent Officer York left
July 1 for reassignment on Long
Island, and Mrs. York will follow
about August 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Philbrick
and their two children, Mary and
Stevie, of Aubur spent the week
end with Mrs. Philbrick’s parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Turmenne
of Bald Mountain. They plan to
return for the Water Carnival,
sine© Ray will be in charge of
the'water skiiing events.
Miss Grace Taylor of Chelms
ford, Mass, is visiting with her
mother, Mrs. Lena Taylor in 0quossoc. Mrs. Taylor has recently
opened her camps on Rangeley
Lake.

Ralph Rolands, son of Mr. and
Mrs.
Frank Rolands, of Hartford,
Mr. and Mrs. Page Sharpe gave
-Conn, is spending two weeks with
a tea and get-together for the
Mrs. Arthur Bates of Bonny
faculty of Waya-Awi on June 25th Point is ill in her home in Nor the Lou Bistoffs at their'Camp
Sequoia.
•
at their recently completed cot
wood, Mass. Alice Quimby is vi
tage, Ganderwood.
Attending
Friends of the Howard Knights,
from Rangeley were Miss Arlene siting her until after the 4th of
of
Providence, R.I. and MooseJuly.
Sprague, Mr. Clarence Lamb and
Mr. Robert Oakes.

lookmeguntic Lake,, will be pleas well and Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
ed to know that Mr. Knight is
lecovering rapidly from the heart
Mr. and Mrs, Frank
Porter,
attack he suffered recently. He is
convalescing at the Rumford Gen who have spent their lives In
Rangeley, celebrated their 58th
eral Hospital.
wedding anniversary last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Marx and The Guild of the Church of the
their family have opened their Good Shepherd presented them
summer home on Rangeley Lake. with a two tiered cake. Mrs. Port r has been the secretery of th®.
Mr. William Ellis has returned ! Guild for the porst ten years, as
to his home in Alexandria, Va. well as being the secretary of
Mrs. Ellis and their two children O.E.S. since it was originated in
will remain in Rangeley for the Rangeley.
summer. Mr. Ellis traveled as far
as New York City with Mr. and
Sigurd Anderson, jr. celebrat
Mrs. Donald Smith, who were re
ed his 7til birthday on tile 28th,
turning to their Hempstead, L.I.
with a party at the town park.
home from their summer home on
; His guests enjoyed swimming and
Rangeley Lake.
games followed by refreshments
Mr. and Mrs. Niles are back; at and the birthday cake and favors.
the Mathorn again this summer. Present at the party were Connie
Visiting with them is their ne Moulton, Meredith Morgan, Mar
phew, Thomas Luddy, of North la Murphy, Ronnie Doyen, Garry
Adams, Mass. Mr. Archie Sargent Croy, Ronnie Ellis and Sonny Fi
of West Bridgewater,' Mass, and lls.
Mr. Richard Coughlin and his son
Miss Susie Fichter celebrated
Dick of Brockton, Mass, are also
visiting at the Mathorn on Quim her 8th birthday at a party at her
home on . Pleasant St. on June
by Pond.
26 th. Guests were Jimmy and
Mr. and Mrs. Gerard Stack- Judy Wilcox, Gary and Debby
house and their children, Neil and Baughman, Sherry Weutzell, Ma
Susan, recently spent ten days in rie Wentzell, Karyl Davenport,
Rangeley as the guests of Dr. aud Kimball Fraser, Craig Townsend,
Babette and Paul Arno Fichter.
Mrs. W. C. Gleeson.
Ricky Collins was invited, but was
_________ \
unable to attend. Adult guests in
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil J. Lab have cluded Mrs. George Townsend,
returned to their home in Aub Mrs. Walter Quimby and Peggy
urn, after staying for a short time Wilcox. After outdoor games all
at their cottage, Sego-Sago, on enjoyed the refreshments and
the south shore. Visiting with birthday cake. Susie left Thurs
them were their daughter Lois, of day morning with her grandpar
the Central Maine General Hospi ents, Mr. and Mrs. Marcel Simon,
tal staff in Lewiston, aud Dr. and for an indefinite stay at their
Mrs D.C. Eaton of South Harps- home in Simsbury, Conn.

FIRST N A T IO N A L BANK
FARM IN G TO N , M A IN E
Member, of
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK F. D. I. C.

Interest Paid On Savings Accounts 2</2%

* Camp folders and booklets
* Art service available
* Ruled forms and bill heads

g/H E

KNOWLTON
©McLEARY CO,
r Y

ESTABLISHED 1871
CHURCH STREET

!
|
|
j

Mrs. Ernest Wells and her
guests' have returned to Massachusetts after spending a short
time at Mrs. Wells summer home
on Mooselookmeguntic Lake.

'
j
,

Gladly
S u b m itte d .

DODGE* POND CAMPS
...

j

.Estimates

letterpress

FARMINGTON, MAINE

j

Mrs. Cora Porter is recovering
quickly from her recent illness.
She was stricken suddenly, and
required the use of an oxygen
tent. Her illness is laid partially
to the warm humid weather,

Mrs. Ken Wilber talked by tel•phone to her son Bobby half way
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Est. 1921

W ATER SPORTS —
GOLFING — TENNIS SHUFFLEBOARD —
RIDING ACADEMY
near by.
All
Modern Conveniences

EXCELLENT FOOD
(Reservations for Meals by Appointment)
Telephone 119-3

j

FORREST and ALICE WEST,

AAA Approved

DUNCAN IIINES Recommended

Rangeley Lakes Region,

Maine

Proprietors
R A N G E L E Y , ME.

TEL. 123

KERNS INN & RESTAURANT
Your Favorite
Sunday or Cone

EUSTIS, MAINE
M EALS — COCKTAIL LOUNGE

FROZEN DESERT
Comer of Main St.
and
Kenriebago Road

There Is No Substitute For Quality !!
Wholesalers to the
Camps, Hotels and Motels
Manufacturers of Mattresses-----Furniture — Floorcovering — Linen
BUY AT THE FACTORY AND SAVE

' D AN CIN G
BOATS TO H IR E
Tel. Stratton 513

Rooms
Housekeeping Cabins
CYNTHIA and ED KERNS

Days Bedding Co.
195 Turner St.

Auburn, Me.

workers, so why not include the
Blodgetts.
Among the many sent to the
Blodgetts is one depicting a fish
erman dragging a mammouth
fish in an express wagon. He is
saying something to the effect of,
‘■•What will I do with this one, Mr.
Blodgett,” Chet, looking sternly
at this upstart, replies, ‘‘Throw it
back. I’m saving that one for Art
Grahame.” So be it, Art. Chet’s
been throwing those monsters
back for weeks in anticipation of
your arrival. Now, you’re here,
we hope you catch them.

What would you like ?

BOB'S SHOP
8 Pleasant St., Rangeley, Me.

CHARCOAL
COAL
Texaco Heating
Oils

R. D. KEEP
rangeley, m e.

TEL. 116-2

Albee Guest House
(Marcia R. Sprague)
Tel.
Rangeley 87
Main St., Rangeley, Me.

M. C. BO U TILIE R
Plumbing and Heating
Contractor
Tel. 223-3
Rangeley, Maine

HORTON’S
COLONY

(Lig h t Housekeeping)
Rangeley

Tel, 27-2

Last week’s stormy wreather
kept guests at Westshore pretty
much confined to their cottages.
The fireplace was the local point
for the imprisoned fishermen
and discussions were lively on
“ where and how they’d fish when
the weather broke.” Th« younger
set took over the ping pong table
with a vengeance, playing many
a hot heavy set, to while away
the rainy afternoons.

Outdo Last Year's

ANTIQUES

Some Tilings Old,
Some Not so Old
But Everything
Interesting

Indoor Sports
Prevail At
Westshore

Harold Norman of Leominster,
Mass., one of Blodgetts’ very first
Ampng those registered at
customers, is back again for an
other go at the fishing. Harold is Westshore are Mr. and Mrs. Rob
one of three who are Honorary ert Carlisle, Hudson, Mass.; Mr.
Guides and Rough Water Boat and Mrs. Roger H. Hockins, Wal
Pilots. This is a degree, bestowed lingford, Conn.; Mr. and Mrs.
by the Blodgetts, on guests who William H. Burden, Jr., Basking
consistantly assist the men guid Ridge, N. J.; Mr. and Mrs. James
ing their fishing guests. Harold F. Cuirence, Bernardsville, N. J.;
is an avid fly fisherman, and may Mr. and Mrs. Paul R. Thibodeau,
yet get talked into competing in and family, East Hartford, Conn.;
Mr. and Mrs. Romeo Dube and
the Water Carnival.
their two sons, Guy and Romeo,
Jr.; and Mr. and Mrs. Aime
Bugle Cove Fishermen
Bernier all of Hartford, Conn.

especially appreciated the attrac
tive way in which the foods were Catch In Mooselook
displayed and the helpful and at
Mr. and Mrs. James Eaton of
A full quota of guests and tentive assistance of the dining Mexico, Maine, regular visitors
room staff.
to the William Mace’s Bugle
visitors turned out for the first
regular Saturday night buffet of
The central dining room of the Cove Housekeeping Camps, re
this season at Saddleback Lodge main lodge, where the buffet is ported last week a record catch
Wilson and Hermia Ellis Steward held each Saturday night is an of 42 fish of legal size taken in
on June 29. Elizabeth Davenport attractive large pine paneled Mooselookmeguntic ake.
who are, respectively, in charge room with a huge stone fireplace
These included three four
of meats and pastries, presided and a long picture window fac
pound
salmon and one three and
over a groaning board laden with ing one of the most spectacular
roast stuffed turkey, baked ham, views in New England. The dmer one half pound trout, more ev
poached fresh salmon, shrimp sa can watch from his chair the idence of the excellent fishing
lad, fresh home baked breads and ever changing play of light and conditions this year throughout
rolls, and other delicacies too shade across Saddlebaok Lake the Rangeley Region. Mr. and
numerous to mention.
and the slopes of Saddleback Mrs. Eaton returned to their
Mountain.
Mexico home on Sunday, June 30.
It being Saturday night, and
Saddleback Lodge being in New
While advance reservations for
Visiting with the Maces at
England, it should be reported the buffet are necessary, the din
Bugle Cove last week-end were
that home baked beans appeared ing room at the lodge can ac*
prominently on the table. We comdate as many as 100 people on their son, Mr. William Mace, Jr.
a Saturday evening. If a short and his wife of Bar Harbor,
wait for a table is necessary, it Norman Burgess and her husband
can he spent pleasantly enjoying Maine, and their daughter, Mrs
the ever changing panorama from of Davin, North Carolina. The
the lobby picture window which
latter will remain until July 5.
frames Saddleback Mountain in
the distance.

Full Dining Room For
First Saddleback Buffet

a l p in e
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Celebrating
at
Saddleback
Lodge on Saturday night: the
Joseph E. Toupins, their third
wedding anniversary; 13 mem
bers of the Knitter’s Club of Ran
geley, the end of an industrious
winter.
During the week A1 Tikender
of S. Paris, Maine, caught four
nice 15 inch trout in Saddleback
Lake. Rod and reel enthusiasts
report that the fish are hitting
well at Sadlebaek.

Art Grahame
Arrives At
Blodgett's
For some weeks now Blodgett’s
Camps, and particularly Chet
Blodgett, have been bombarded
with humorous notes and car
toons from one Art Grahame of
Huntington, N.Y. Art got his res
ervation in early so he could
spend his vacation fishing in the
Rangeleys with his buddies Eric
Bjork and Joe Smith fno relation
to the presidential candidate).
Eric with his wife and three chil
dren, Bruce, Alan and Marilyn,
and Mrs. Bjork’s mother, Mrs.
Strangfeld, arrived from their
Commack, N.Y. home well ahead
of Art; and to the great relief of
the Blodgetts explained the mul
titudinous cartoons overflowing
the Blodgetts cottage.
Art is many things. By profes
sion a draftsman for Grauman
Aircraft; by nature an artist, a
writer and an enthusiastic sports
man. His love of hunting and
fishing has led him to founding
spjrting clubs and membership
in many others, as well as writing
stories and articles for FIELD
AND STEAM. His artistic ability
brought him an offer of a job
with the Walt Disney Studios, but
ht preferred to use his ability to
divert himself and his many
friends. Art delights in drawing
cartoons for his friends and co-

RANGELEY
C LEA N E R S
ONE DAY
SERVICE
AVAILABLE
Small Extra Charge

Phone 2 4 6
PICK-UP
&

DELIVERY

Barker Hotel
Opens For Season
On July the first the Barkef
Hotel
on
Mooselookmeguntic
Lake opened it’s 1957 season.
Owners Fred and Annette Ham
den will be greeting new arrivals
in the renovated office. The of
fice, which occupied a considera
ble area in the lobby, has been
redesigned to occupy a minimum
of space without cramping the
actual work area.
The Harndens plan to resume
the popular Sunday night folk
dances, and will have Mrs. Dud
ley of Bryant Pond acting as cal
ler and instructor again this year.
Meals will also be served for
transcient dinners, and anyone
wishing to make a reservation
may do so by calling the Barker.
Although this hotel had not
opened officially last weekend,
several guests had jumped the
gun to enjoy the famous Barker
hospitality. Among these were
Mr. and Mrs. Marks and Mr. and
Mrs. Manny Rubin and son Lanny of Brookline, Mass, and a
Mr. and Mrs. Marks from New
York City.

TH AN K YOU “Doc” Grant for plugging
Y E OLDE CAPE CODDE
with Patti Page’s recording
GREEN HARBOR VILLAGE, WEST YARMOUTH, MASS.

COTTON DRESSES
12 - 20

16'/, - 24'/2

THE BROOKS SHOP
SAM - 0 - SET
H O U SE K E E P IN G
S. S. SWAIN

Telephone 25-4

YOU TOO
Will find that “ Vacationing is a Happy Experience”
At The

KENNEBAGO LAKE CUB
In The
Land of Sweet Flowing Water
One nominal private toll road charge
to guests for entire stay
RESERVATIONS FOR THURSDAY EVENING BUFFETS
MUST BE MADE IN ADVANCE
No toll road charge to dinner guests
BUD RUSSELL, President
Tel. 130

RUSSELL'S M O TO R

CAM PS

A Vacation For The Entire Family

SWIMMING — BOATING —
AMUSEMENTS
% Mile To Town Of Rangeley
THE HIGHLAND STUDIO
------------Maine Handicrafts
------------Art Supplies
-Paintings by Robert Winzer Bruce
Main St. West of the Village, at the sign
of the tartan shield.
TELEPHONE 65

@1
C O T T A G E C O L O N Y A N D M O T E L .... ; r a n g e l e y
CUdT MtRCW
T*l*phon«
lU nfplay 140

Distinctive Housekeeping Cottages
Delightful Lakeshore Motel
Coffee Shop
The Place To Send Your Friends

matne©
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BUCKBQARD
DAYS
by
Joanne Blythe

On scanning tlirougn the July
4th issue of the Rangeley Lakes,
the Highlander staff hoped to
find a rousing editorial, ringing
with liberty bells in praise of the
heroic few who fought to make j
this, our land, a, free one. Such,
however, was not the case. The
only mention of Independence
Day was a brief message to
parents to indulge their noisy
children on this day.
“ This is the day that leads all
the rest on score of noise, but it’s
a good thing to let it out once in
a while. An old-fashioned celebra
tion does more to let the small
boy know what a glorious country
he is growing up in, than fifteen
volumes of history."
(Note: And what of the small
girls?)
In the Phillips Locals, however,
Rev. W. W. Rannev’s sermon,
particularly for the children, was
noted.
“ He explained that the Fourth
was rea'lly the Nation’s birthday,
and just in the spirR that we
would celebrate the birthday of
someone dear to us, so we ought
to keep the Fourth of July. He
proceeded to tell what the Union
meant and what it had cost to
maintain it; that no people on
earth had so much reason to be
proud of their native land as
America."

—

Sheriff Estey apparently was a
busy man about town that week,
for he arrested one Alec McDon
ald on grounds of intoxication as
well as carrying on his usual du
ties of confiscating suspicious
bottles from the express office.
And
“ 6n Thursday afternoon Sher
iff Estey made a search of the
residence of E. A. Royal, finding
four; pint bottles of whiskey.”
(ftote: You just couldn’t get
away with a thing with old eagleeye ^Estey around.)'

too.)
“ July came in as icily cool as
a maiden from Boston,”
“ The water is falling every
day. It is down a foot and a half
from the high water mark at the
falls,” (‘Suptic Stream) “ and
from eight to ten inches on the
lakes."
“ Mooselookmeguntic H o u se’s
Latest!
How’s This For a Two-Days
Catch? Sixteen trout weighing as
follows: Friday, 8%, 5%, 5%,
5 Vs, 4% , 4%, 414, 4%, 2 y3 ,2
totaling 4714 pounds. Saturday,
6 Ys, 5% , 3, 2%, 2, 1% totaling
21 pounds. Grand total, 68% lbs.
The above catch was made Fri
day and Saturday, on the ‘Middle
Ground’, in the Big Lake, by
‘Nick’ Boylston of Jamaica Plains
and Ills guide, Rufus Crosby."
(Note: It is interesting to note
that the size of these fish, exclud
ing the eight pounder, are not
uncommon to-day. The size of
the catch is, how'ever, due to the
present day limits.)
“ Hicks— What made you run
out of that jewelry store the
other day when the policeman
came in?
Whicks— Why, there was any
quantity of wedding and engage
ment rings there.
Hicks— What of that?
Wicks— What of th a t! Don’t
you know they can arrest a fel
low for being present where there
are gambling implements?”

The Highlander ..has no idea
how you plan to spend this holi
day, but according to the Rangeley Lakes, this is how.-it-may have
been celebrated in 1895:
"Phillips plans on setting off
a firecracker to-day, Farmington
will light several, and Lewiston
will touch off a whole bunch of
cannon crackers.”
(Note: At that rate New York
Lplu May Herrick, Tuesday, City probably exploded.)
picked 12 H pounds of straw
berries."
“ The recent rain was worth
(Note: Lulu May was busy many dollars; Alec Matthews
says $5,000— to North Franklin.”

CAMP ANTLERS
Mooselookmeguntic Lake
Boats and Motors
5 Passenger Boat For
Scenic Tour
CALL RANGELEY 17-121

“ Haying has commenced in
spots, the farmers are getting the
scythes in shape and the muscles
-in train. Next week the grass will
fall like the leaves of Autumn."
“ The

Rumford

Falls

and

DANCING AT THE MADRID BARN

SAT. NIGHTS
REFRESHMENTS AT

MADRID STORE
7 Days a Week
8 A.M. — 10 P.M.
Open during and after the Dance, Sat.

had an automobile sales lot in
New Jersey. One day, during the
war, he w'as in a favorite restau
rant in Camden. The owrner had
just received his draft notice and
was talking of selling. On the
spur of the moment Curt asked
the price, and before the dust
settled he wag the new owner. As
Fishermen back in 1895 must owner he had to learn the busi
have really loved the sport. One ness, and learn it he did.
of the popular fishing camps was
Alice, on the other hand, knew
“ Among the Clouds” at Saddle
back Pond. Guests of Martin L. nought but music. Born and
Fuller had to climb a mountain brought up in New York City, she
before they could enjoy the sport. had studied piano since the age
One such party “ came over the of five. Later she studied the pipe
Notch of the Mountain, from organ along with piano under
Madrid, aud consisted of M. H. Fred Short, who is now affiliated
Hardwich, Boston;
Harry B. with St. Patrick’s Cathedral. Alice
Austin, Esq., Weld; Frank Chick was playing professionally on ra
and Sidney Harden, of Madrid.” dio stations WMCA in New York
and WBBR in Brooklyn as well
This party wrote the Rangeley as numerous club dates, when she
Lakes of their enjoyable trip, des met Curt. On marrying him, she
cribing the spot as follows: “ Si also married the hotel business.
tuated in the Saddleback range
Until August of 1956, the
many hundred feet above the sea
in a virgin forest and guarded by Settles' dining room and cocktail
grand old mountains, the rugged lounge was one of the most popu
summit of old Saddleback, the lar spots in the region. They
second highest peak in Maine, served meals by reservation, and
just above us; the scenery ever were noted for their steaks. Alice,
varying but always magnificent, playing the organ and piano in
the air rare and pure, the water her inimitable manner, was fea
clear and cold, these camps are a tured nightly In the cocktail
veritable paradise to the lover of lounge, where one and all gather
ed for a pleasant evening of song
woods and nature.”
in front of the open fireplace.
(Note: The Highlander apolo
Then, on a Monday night In
gizes in behalf of the Rangeley early August
1956, disaster
Lakes to the people of Klngfield. struck Mountain View. The an
Apparently the members of this nex, or lodge as it was then call
particular party were so enthrall ed, burned to a blackened skele
ed by our magnificent Rangeley ton of its former self. Not only
scenery that they clean forgot did Curt and Alice lose their
that Sugarloaf not Saddleback is building, but also all their equip-'
the second highest mountain in ment for maintaining their house
Maine.)
..
keeping cottages, and their rec
ords; since the office and storage
rooms were also located in the
burned-out building.
(Continued From Page 1)
Today Mountain View is oper
Manor in Merchantville, New Jer
ated
as housekeeping cottages on
sey, a most attractive restaurant
and cocktail lounge near the Gar ly. Nothing remains of Kimball’s
den State Race Track, which was and Bowley’s old place of busi
subsequently sold. to buy Moun ness but the land itself, approxi
mately a quarter of a mile of
tain View,
beautiful lake frontage. Despite
Naturally the H i g h l a n d e r their losses, the Settles continue
wanted to find out how the making improvements to insure
Settles got into the hotel busi their guests a pleasant stay. They
ness, whether they were born to it feature recreational facilities for
or not. They were not. Curt, who young and old, most particularly
is originally from Winston Salem,

Rangeley Lakes Railroad Co. have
bought the poles for a telegraph
or telephone line to Bemis. Work
will begin at an early date to set
the poles. The company has not
decided -which they will use, tele
phone or telegraph, probably the
former.”

Historic Mountain:

KOCH'S
Gas — Oil — Lubrication
Atlas Tires and Batteries
* * *•

Evinrude Motors
BOATS
Wolverine (Aluminum)
White (Lapstrake, W ood)
15-18 Footers

Marine Supplies

serving the Rangeley Region with

Boats & Motors
TO LET

Expert Installation and Maintenance

Prop. ARNOLD C. KOCII

for

HOME — OFFICE — HOTEL — CAMPS
TELEPHONE, 209
Main Street
Rangeley, Maine

FRED WELCH, CONTRACTOR
“ Houses designed and built for our climate”
(Cabinet Work a Specialty)
1,
BUILDING MATERIALS AVAILABLE
Estimates Upon Request
OqtiosSbc, Maine
Tel. 112-11

for the young. A sandbox, seesaw
and swings are located near the
beach, as well as the shuffleboard, horseshoe court and arch
ery; They have recently added
croquet and a basket ball court to
amuse their guests. Of course
boats and guides are provided for
the fishermen, and the outdoor
fireplace and picnic tables provide
facilities for cookouts. Another
addition this year are individual
charcoal broilers for those who
wish their own cookouts at the
privacy of their cottages.
Who can tell what is in store
for Mountain View in the future.
At present the Settles have had
plans and blueprints drawn up
for a ten unit motel. This would
also include room for a restau
rant, cocktail lounge and office,
and would probably be built on
the site of the original buildings.
As yet, however, the bids for
construction have not been let.
At this point the Highlander can
only wish for a crystal ball; but
whether they rebuilt or not, best
of luck to Curt and Alice Settle
of Mountain View.

B & E Motor
Express
Home Office:
Auburn, Maine
19 Knight St.
Phone 2-6181
R-angeley:
Phone 58

RECONDITIONED

OUTBOARD MOTORS
$ 3 5 .0 0 •« $150.00

Milton A . Lishemess
TEL. 19-11

OQUOSSOC, ME.

3-35 H . P .

j):

OQUOSSOC LIGHT & POWER CO.
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Phone 5

RANGELEY INN BUFFETT
in the Arch Room
each and every TUESDAY night
Mountain Food - and PLENTY OF IT
Roast Prime Beef
Roast Turkey
Baked Virginia Ham
Seafood Newberg
Italian Spagetti
Au Gratin Potatoes
Chef’s Salad
Chiffon Salad
Shrimp Salad
Desserts — Condiments — Beverages
“ Dine until Sufficed’

Herbert L. Welch
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC, MAINE
High Grade Sporting Goods—•
In The Heart .Of The Rangeley Lakes
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Mooselook House
Begins Summer
Schedule

The Massanos connect. Ray got
the e-nlmon 3 V2 lb..;. .
assano h 'ohed the trout 11 inches.
With the arrival of the Fourth,
the ; Mooselookmeguntic House
goes into high gear. Scheduled
summer activities beginning this
"Week are the Sunday night buftet suppers and the Wednesday
noon cookouts. Bert Cote’s organ
Jftusic in the lounge on the weekends is given an able assist by
Rick Burns, the singing barten
der. Guests and friends find the
lounge a pleasant spot to spend
an enjoyable evening.
On the Mooselook staff this
year are Mrs. Elise Breton, who
*ill he in charge of the cuisine.
Mrs. Breton has served as chef in
many of our local hotels as well
as the Hotel Harris in Rumford
and in Cocoa, Fla., and is re
nowned for her pastry. Mr. Steve
Evanoff of Rumford will be be
hind the desk in the office. A
recent graduate of the University
°f Toledo, Steve will be coaching
Wrestling and football this fall at
Mexico High.
Mr. and Mrs. Thibodeau enter
tained at a diner partny on Sat
urday night. Guests were Mr. and

OUR ARTIST IS READY
To
DESIGN YOUR
N EXT FOLDER

W ILT O N PRINTED
PRODUCTS, INC.
Wilton, Maine

Mrs. Ben Daye of West Newton,
Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Ray Massano of Bergenfield, N. J. and
Mr. and Mrs. Kurt Mercer of the
Rangeley Manor.
Despite the high winds that
uprooted two spruces on the
Mooselook water front, the many
new arrivals are enjoying them
selves. Among these "are Mr. and
Mrs. Alan D. Marcus of New York
City. The Marcuses have been
coming here for many years and
have many friends in the region.
Mr, Marcus was one of the found
ers of the Rangeley Lakes Art
Asoc. and both he and his wife
were charter members. Other
new arrivals include many on re
turn visits. These are Mr. and
Mrs. A1 Meyers, Woodmere, N.
Y.; Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Hender
son, Berlin, N. H.; and Mr. amd
Mrs. John Murphy of Auburn.
Guests this week include Mr.
and Mrs. Michael Arkin, Whitetone, N. Y.; and Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley Sundheim, Philadelphia,
Pa.; Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Richard,
Schwenksville, Pa.; Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond
Hauff,
Sprinfield,
Mass.; Mr. Ben Cohen, Rockville
Center, N. Y^ Mrs. C. Pickel, New
York City; Mr. G. P. Bakkanr
Cheshire, Conn.; Mr. and Mrs.
John M. Le Bailly and son Kent,
Greensport, N. Y.; Mr. M. Gluckman, Worcester, Mass., Mr. Bruce
Cotton, Worcester, Mass., Mr. and
Mrs. Richard T. Levy; and Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney Newall of New
York City.

Heald's Guest:
(Continued from Page i )
ing four years in the U.S. Army
where he atained the rank of cap
tain, he returned to the region
upon being discharged. Ann, on
the other hand, married the re
gion when she married Don in
1953. A Newton, Massachusetts
girl, she attended Colby Junior
College and graduated from the
Newton-Wellesley Hospital School
of Nursing.
The Healds stressed the fact
that their camps, like their ads,
are conservative. They have no
planned activities for their guests,
but offer a- quiet, relaxing atmos
phere to one and all. Of course,
recreational facilities are availa
ble to be enjoyed at will. Swim
ming, boating and fishing are
popular, and many of their guests
enjoy a cookout or a badminton
game occasionally. . One and all
are welcome here Including the
family pets.
Surely many happy years He

RANQELEY LAKESIDE
Lodge and Cottages
MODERN RUSTIC HOUSEKEEPING
Cottages
TEL. 21-21

BOX 36, RANGELEY, ME.

STU BBYS
Grocery Market
Home Made Pastries
Open Daily — 9 :30 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Italian Sandwiches
Sealtest Ice Cream
Main St., Rangeley

new
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ahead of Don and Ann Heald and as he has been de-scented and has
their guests in this lovely spot no means of scdf protection.
where warmth and friendliness Should anyone see a full grown
awaits.
..
skunk who appears friendly and
answers to the name
Porky,
please let Sonny know.

Sequoia Prepares
For Water Carnival

Toots and Lou Bistoff are in
mad whirl these days preparing
for the Water Carnival. They’ll
have an entry in the water pa
rade or else. Consideratiqn of pos
sible entries include anything
from a bed equipped with an out
board to the kitchen sink, and
costumes are a must.
Between times the Bistoffs are
busy catering to the comforts of
their guests to the extent of
building a small crib to accomo
date a wee member of a recent
party. Helping'out with these ac
tivities is A1 Gay of Hartford,
Conn. A1 makes Sequoia his home
away from home, arriving in May
to stay throughout the fishing
season.
Other guests at Sequoia include
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Scott and Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Dyson, who have
h°en vacationing in the Rangeleys
for eighteen years. Dr. and Mrs.
Sawyer, Winsor, Vt., Mr. and
Mrs. Durphy, Windsor, Vt.; Law
rence Mareellino, Meriden, Conn.;
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Walker and
party, Webster, Mass.; Mr. and
-Mrs. Robert Floyd and their fa
mily, Limerick;
Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Whitcomb, Waltham,
Mass.; and Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Rowe and party, Patterson, N.J.

Weather Curtails
Antlers Outdoor
Activities

Guests at To-Ar-Lo have been
enjoying the stream fishing with
fine results, since recent weather
has curtailed the lake fishing. Among these are the Surette-Legere party who took home their

limit of twenty four fish. Mr. and
Mrs. Michael Newsky of Dover,
N.H. are honeymooning at To-ArLc this week. Other guests, in
clude
Mr. and Mrs.
Gunther
Holpp, Bedford Hills, N.Y.; Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Rushman, New
port, Ky.; Ivalene Haggard, Cin
cinnati, Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. Wal
ter Wakefield and son, Berwick;
and Hazel and Vera Van Buskirk,
East Rochester, N-H.

Jean s Beauty Shop
For AppoinfmentsCall 83

%%%%%%%%
COMPLETE LIN E OF
revlon

Pr o d u c t s

CONGRESS SHIRTS AND JACKETS
made in Maine

TAYLOR CASUAL FOOTWEAR
also made in Maine

Fishing Tackle & Sporting Goods

The G. W. PICKEL STORE

Although the recent rains res
tricted the Antlers guests in out
door activities, such as cook-outs,
many braved the winds and waves
to dry the water skiing. Horse
shoes and volley, ball also proved
popular. a,nd -host Dick Parker
took several parties for boat tours
of Mooselookmeguntic Lake when
the weather permitted.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Bates and
their three children of Plantsville,
Conn, have returned to Antlers
for their fqurth year. The Park
ers enjoyed a showing of movies
that the Bates had taken on their
last year’s-Rangeley vacation, as
well
Mrs.. Bates’ culinary ta
lents.
. Among .this weeks guests are
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Johnson, their
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. William J. Chadwick, and
grand-daughter Qindy all of Sa
lem, N.H.; Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Lorria, Hudson, Mass.; Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Orcutt, Marlboro,
Mass.;
Mr. and Mrs. Riehard
Becker, Mrs. Ann Ouellette and
Mr. Richard Ouellette, Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Parker, Mr. and 3Y|3.
Duprie, Mr. and Mrs. Morune, and
Mr. and Mrs. R. Bernatchez all of
Auburn.

Pet Skunk Missing
At To-Ar-Lo

PINE TREE RESTAURANT
For Tasty Meals • Lunches & Snacks
“ Ici nous parlons fran^ais”

Main S t , Rangeley

Tel. 233

Mr. and® Mrs. LYNN DUMAS, Proprietors

D . C. Morton Inc♦
Trucking - Excavating - Lumbering
Thinking of Building a New Driveway ?
Let us give you a free estimate.
PHONE

165 3

R A N G E LE Y,

H

Young Sonny Wakefield, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wakefield
of Berwick, is a very sad boy,
since his pet skunk Porky wan
dered off this week. This might
prove disastrous for poor Porky,

Rangeley, Me.

M A IN E

If it's a mattress-WE MAKE IT' l l
NORTHERN MATTRESS CO.

Box Springs — Mattresses -— Bunk Beds
Cots — Beds — Springs — Sofa Beds — Studios
60 Western Avenue,
Waterville, Me,
Tel. TR 2-2353

truck

Truck delivery to your door once each week

TELEPHONE RANGELEY 19-11

Not delivered by express
CALL 186
DON BRIGGS

E. W. PEN LEY
AUBURN

Beef &
Provisions

for

SAND-LOAM-GRAVEL

TOWN & LAKE MOTEL
on the shore of Rangeley Lake

MILTON A. LISHERNESS CO.

KITCH ENETTES
6 N E W U NITS THIS Y E A R

OQUOSSOC, MAINE

Telephone 255
—

ir
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Rangeley Circus A Big Success
Incongruous isn't the word for.
the sight that greeted the eye
last Saturday morning if you hap
pened to be in the vicinity of
Robbins Avenue. ‘ There in the
Lion's Field, casually munching
buttercups and daisies, were two
elephants and a camel. Rather
exotic livestock for a Rangeley
pasture. While the animals peace
fully grazed, the workmen were
busy unloading circus parapher
nalia from the red and silver
trucks and assembling the tents.
Despite the high winds the bigtop
was raised, and the Beers-Barnes
Circus was ready for their mati
nee performance.
Picture if you can this gay
-scene. Nestled among the wildflowers on the shore of Haley
Pond and surrounded by the thick
green growth of evergreens, stand
three tents. Surrounding them
are the red and silver trucks, and
the whole liberally, salted with
brightly dressed children and
adults. A bright blue sky filled
with popcorn clouds overhead and
old Saddleback standing guard in
the distance just about completes
it.
On entering the circus grounds
the various attractions became
apparent, the sideshow, the me
nagerie and of course the main
tent where the show would take
place. Children and oldsters alike
were consuming quantities of
popcorn, peanuts and cotton can
dy: and panda bears and gayly
feathered monkeys bobbed from
sticks clutched in hot little hands.
Two pretty ponies were obliging
ly carrying small riders and a
long line was formed outside of
the menagerie tent.
Inside the menagerie were a
small but varied group of ani
mals. Most unusual was Charlene
a 90 lb. capabara. Charlene, a
native of South America, and her
relatives are the largest members
of the rodent family. There is a
strong family resemblance to the
guina pig. Besides Charlene there
were numerous monkeys. Two
giant rhesus, one of which per
formed in the shoAv, a white faced
spider monkey, a black spider
monkey named Mary and others.
A beautiful ocelot and two small
boa constrictors filled the remain
ing small cages. At the end of the
tent were the elephants, Alice and
Hazel, and -Susie the camel, who
stood chewing her cud and gazing
at the audience in a haughty
manner.

monkey, who rode one of the
ponies madly around the ring.
The Wilsons exhibited juggling
skill while balancing on a large,
rolling ball, and the two aerial
acts were graceful and breath
taking to behold.
The brilliant performance of
the Barnes’ held the audience in
a spell. Agilely dancing, jumping
rope and performing somersaults
on a tight wire, these two were a
picture of grace. Highlights of
this performance were the breath
taking somersalts and a precari
ous retreive of a handkerchief
placed on the wire, which the
young lady snatched up with her
teeth while balancing on her
knees. Towards the end of the
show Harold Barnes walked a
wire stretched to the top of the
tent, a daring climb and descent.
Both the performance of Hazel
and Alice were engaging,' and the
trained dogs delighted the audi
ence. An unusual act was Miss
Diane’s trained pigs, Sally, Kelly
and Dennis, who performed like
little troupers.
Bozo the clown played to the
children, blowing up a giant bal
loon, and later engaging two
small boys in a death defying
balancing act that - never took
place due to the timely arrival of
Alice. Needless to say, the chil
dren roared with delight.
All too soon the show was over,
and the magic world of make-be
lieve, so beautifully created by
the Beers-Barnes troupe, disolved
into another June afternoon.
Without a doubt, however, the
memories of this happy afternoon
lingered on to color many dreams
for some time.
Acting suspiciously like a
scandel sheet the Highlander
lingered after the show. Trying,
no doubt, to expose the BeersBarnes troupe as ordinary people,
they “ interviewred” Mr. Beers.
What they discovered under the
grease paint and spangles was a
tightly-woven,
happy
family
group. No newcomers they to
show business. With the excep
tion of Miss Diane and her son,
the other parformers are all
members of the Beers and Barnes
family.
Without his pith helmet we
failed to recognize Mr. Beers as
the engaging Captain Willis who’s
trained chimp and seal had de
lighted us. Mr. Beers daughter
Diana was the graceful young la
dy who performed so agilely on
the trampolene and aerial ladder.
Doris Davis, or Dixie Davis, is
the wife of the horse trainer and
Mr. Barne’s daughter. A versatile
girl, Doris, performing on the
tight wire and with the trained
dogs as well as assisting Alice.
Harold Barnes, we guessed of
course. He is Mr. Barnes’ nephew.
Harold has performed in theatres
and night clubs throughout the
country. He has appeared on TV’s
Super Circus and three times
within a month on the Ed Sulli
van Show'.

The circus show consisted of
fifteen acts. Beginning with a
lively trampolene act and ending
with Alice the elephant who was
attractively assisted by Dixie Da
vis. Captain Willis and his train
ed chimp, Julie, and Danny Boy
the seal amused one and all with
their lively tricks. Julie’s grin
and
Danny’s delighted
bark
brought howls of laughter. Walt
Jamison’s three liberty horses
displayed their marvelous train
ing, performing figures and ma
neuvers skillfully. Later in the
show Mr. Jamison returned with
We also met Mr. Beers mother
two dainty ponies and the rhesus and sister, and learned that the

GUN
by R o b e r t B r u c e
The .22 rimfire is a great
little rifle for the purposes for
which it w-as intended. On rabbits,
squirrels, grouse, rodents and
other small game the little lead
pill is deadly if properly placed.
Even for that small game, I have
often Avlshed for a rifle of more
power. I have seen too many rab
bits escape with a bullet hole
squarely through the ribs, and
too many squirrel get to a hollow
in a tree with 22s through them,
to have an awful lot of regard
for the killing power of the most
popular rifle in the world. When
[ was a kid growing up in the
hardwood groves of eastern Kan
sas river bottoms, I traded my
Savage N.R.A. Matchrifle 22 for
an old rusty 38-40 Marlin. I killed
a lot of rabbits, squirrels and
crows with that old gun and I
don’t remember ever drawing
blood on any game with that rifle
that I didn’t get it. Actually, it
spoiled very little meat either. A
squirrel hit through the soft part
of the body died instantly and
the edible parts wrere ‘untouched.
Furthermore, my Dad declares to
this day that the head of a squir
rel is the best part of it and
never did like to see the heads
shot up. Of course, nearly any
game can be killed with a 22 if
properly hit. Wild African lions
have killed with a 22 long rifle
and Bud Helmricks tells of an
organ accompaniment during the
show was provided by Mrs.
Barnes Missing were two mem
bers of Mr. Beers family, a son
who is attending electronics
school in the Navy and a married
daughter wrho used to perform an
aerial act with the show.
Show business is certainly in
the Beers-Barnes blood. For gen
erations they have been in the
limelight,
from
Grandfather
Beers, who played in minstrals
with such notables as Primrose
and West right up to the present.
Mr. Barnes and his father were
in silent pictures for years, and
Mr. Beers had his own traveling
stock company. Mr. Beers still
loves acting and the theatre, and
speaks proudly of his nephew
Alan Mixon, who lias chosen the
stage as his career.
All in all the Highlander ex
posed nothing but the fact that
the Beers-Barnes Circus is in very
capable hands, and shows no
signs of stopping. After admiring
the animals, we said good-bye to
Mr. Beers, thanking him for his
kindness, and hoping that next
June would find he and his fam
ily again in Rangeley.

Eskimo showing him the skulls
of 6 Barren ground grizzely bears
each with a 22 bullet hole ueatly
placed iu the temple. Now any
body with guts enough to hunt
grizzleys with a 22 and skill
enough to be 100% successful
can do as he pleases as far as I
am concerned. But the man or
boy who takes a 22 rimfire out
to hunt our gentle, beautiful,
magnificent Maine deer is crimi
nal, whether there is a law
against it or not. A sporting
goods dealer in Farmington told
me the other day of a man coming
in last fall to buy more ammuni
tion for his deer rifle (22 long
rifle hollow points). In the course
of the conversation he said, “I
sure have had bad luck this year.
I’ve wounded seven deer so far
this year and haven’t got one
yet." All the dealer could think
of to say was "Well you ought to
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the chain of SANDY RIVER PONDS
(Ele. 1730 Ft.)
Completely Equipped For Guests
Located on State Highway No. 4 and 10
Minutes from Rangeley Village
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Vacation Sport
TEL. 93-11

LINCOLNSHIRE
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Farmington, Maine
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Henri Fayette Christmas Cards
For 1957
8kov,n by Appointment
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VERRILL'S DELUXE CABINS
HOUSEKEEPING
Five min. walk to business section.
Shuffle-lmards, free lawn games and boating.
Lor colored brochure ami further information
URBAN VERB ILL

Write to
Box B. H., Rangeley Jokes, Me.

Before you buy out of town
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Quimby Pond Rd.
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TEL. 261
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# RUUD Water Heaters 10 Yr. Guarantee—
Free Water Heater Replacement
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# ROPER Gas Ranges
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# SERVED Refrigerate™
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M. G. Barter, Broker — H. B. McCard, Sales
Rangeley, Me.
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LAKE

BLACK BEAR DINING ROOM
Lobster — Chicken — Chops
The Finest .Steaks EAST OF THE MISSIPPI
Charcoal Broiled On Proper Notice
Luncheons
—
Dinner Partie*
Reservatinns Not Necessary But Appreciated
JACK CODDING

Housekeeping Cottages
on Rangeley Lake

Tyngtown Shirts -and Sport Jackets

RANGELEY LAKE
RID IN G CLUB

Inquire:
Tel. 146

&

— WOOLENS —
Remnants — Yard Goods

BIRCHWOOD
HOUSEKEEPING
CAMPS

PARADISE CAMPS

Westshore Lodge

WILTON REMNANT STORE

46 Years In Business

• FOR SALE •

be proud of yourself” . If you
can’t borrow' or buy a proper rifle
for deer you sure shouldn’t be
allowed to hunt them. Most states
that think anything of their game
herds have law's restricting the
caliber of bunting weapons. The
state legislature has surely failed
in its responsibility on this one.

Tel. Stratton 70

LODGE

RANGELEY. MAINE
r- *

An American Plan
Resort
with Individual Cottages

Peg and Monett Robbins

Telephone 101
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PIANO TUNER Available, on re
quest, Summers only. Moderate
rates. Free estimate. William
Maxim. Call telephone 05.

The Legend Of
Saddleback
Mountain
by Melvin C, Jack
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white brother. This was not a
time of trading or of barter, this
was a time when the white bro
ther gave to his red brother a
material token of that affection
and respect of which the other
was well „ aware, even without
such a material display. There
would be other times when gifts
would flow in the opposite direc
tion. Again, this giving of gifts
would not be done because it was
expected, but because there was
a love and respect that gave the
giver of gifts a pleasure to know
that he had made his true friend
happy.
Yes, these were a happy peo
ple, and because they were a hap
py people and at peace with each
other, they prospered, each in his
own way. But, as has always been
the course of human history since
man despoiled the first Garden, so
man again became the spoiler as
the first “ civilization” took over
the region. Grants of Jand were
made by those who did not have
the right to grant, to those who
did not appreciate the land for
what it really was. Included in
one of these arbitrary grants was
the clearing and the cabin of him
who was called brother by the In
dian native, and he was forced to
move on ahead of those who re
presented the march of what has
been called civilization. So too
was the Indian driven from his
native haunts and, where in the
past he had had honor and res
pect, he now found fraud, deceit,
and trickery.
So, good people
were driven from their land to
take up their lives in other parts.
The Indians disappeared into the
forests, never to be seen in these
parts again, while the man who
was their white brother, sickened
by the acts of his fellow white
men, found his security far back
on the great mountain that later
was to be called Saddleback. Far
beyond the reach of this “ thing”
called civilization this saddened
and lonesome man found his
peace in the vastness of this great
mountain, where, as time went
on, he became legend.

The legend had its beginning
APARTMENT FOR RENT. Newly many years before history tells
finished. Furnished or unfurnish us that Rangeley had ITS begin
ed, 5 rooms and bath. Apply D. C ning. In fact, when the first his
torically recorded settler arrived
Morton. Phone 165-2.
in' what is now called Rangeley,
SHOE REPAIRING * Q U I C K they found a substantial cabin, a
SERVICE — Mail your shoes to piece of cleared ground, and a
us. We will repair and return, C woodsman settler who had lived
0. D. Quality workmanship. Fair comfortably and in friendly rela
prices. Harris Sporting Goods tions with the Indians who pass
Store, Farmington, Maine.
ed through the region as they
travelled North and South in fol
Wanted to buy— 45-70 Winchester lowing the seasons. And it was
Model 86, light weight model with these same Indians who approach
nickel steel barrel. Box II. The ed this white man’s cabin u-na
Rangeley Highlander, Phone 05.
fraid, and who squatted on his
floor exchanging conversation and
FOR SAFE:
Electric Mangle, gifts with him they called “ bro
used Frigidaire make. Write ther” . This man lived at peace
box 308 Oquossoe or call Range with his neighbors, giving them
ly 104.11.
many things that they desired
while they, in turn, provided him
FOR SAGE: Two burner Atlantic with many of those things that
oil end heater, practically new. were of value to him.
For information call Rangeley
No one knew from whence this
190.
white woodsman got the beads
and other things that he gave as
WANTED TO BUY, Pulp wood presents to his friends the Indi
and white birch, road-side or ans. Once each year he would
stumpage. Call us for prices. D. C. leave his cabin near the shore of
Morton, Inc. Phone 165-3.
the lake and disappear for a long
period of time — always the same
FOR SAFE — Westinghou.se re length of time would elapse be
frigerator, 1930 model, good con tween his departure and liis re
dition; Easy washer, pump, wring turn. Legend tells us that never
er, 1034 model. Rosella Priest.
did an Indian follow this man to
Pond St., Rangeley 199-11.
see what trail he took for, since
he was their friend, no Indian
FOR SAFE — Custom double would spy upon him. However, on
planked inboard boat 35 hp.
th« same day each year this man
engine — seats 7 — New cost
over -113,000. AT MY DOCK — So. whom the Indians called “ bro
RANGELEY for *750 — ALSO tlier -would disappear with his
Oldtown Canoe wdtlx paddles etc skins and his hand-sewn leather
sacks of gold that he had gleaned
*100. Phil Marx.
from the stream beds of the re
WANTED TO BUY — A child’s gion. Always he returned just as
rocking chair for a 5-0 year old. the sun was setting on the eve
Call 05 of write e /o The High ning of the next full moon. Al"ways, upon his return, lie found
lander.
his fire burning, meat cooking oFOR SALE — One used table ver the fire, and on his handmodel cream seperator. Call 24-4. hewn table Indian bread, roots,
Listen to the tales told around
honey, and other Indian delica the fires of the early settlers and
Montel S. Hinkley.
cies. Always his homecoming was to the folklore of this region
FOR SALE. Kurtzman piano, up the same and never was there a called Rangeley; interpret the
right, walnut case. Contact Oscar living person in sight when he ap
tribal tales of the native red men
Taylor or call Rangeley 158-12.
proached his cabin.
who roamed this part of our
His first meal was a bountiful country, and you will find again
one. As if timed by a machine, as *£nd again mention made of the
soon as he had finished eating great white hunter who roamed
and reached for his pipe, and to the vastness of Saddleback moun
bacco, there appeared from the tain. In rain or snow, or on those
woods around his clearing those glorious sunny day® for which
tribesmen who had so patiently this country is noted, early legend
awaited the return of him they tells us that this great shaggy
called friend. No words of greet hunter would suddenly be outr
ing were spoken and no indication lined against the sky, only to dis
of any kind was given to indicate appear completely before anyone
that their white friend had been could reach the spot where he had
been seen. Tales are legion of
» SW AP Canoe, 18 feet, White, away. They ranged themselves in
tcellent condition for aluminum a semicircle about the fire, pack those who, lost In a storm in the
ed and lighted their pipes, and for vastness of that great mountain,
• metal boat. Call 98-2.
the next several minutes there en suddenly found the massive form
sued a scene that it is hard for of this great huntsman appear by
modern man to comprehend. A their side and, with no word spo
FOR SALE — The Ledges on
single white man seated before a ken, he would guide them back
Mooselookmeguntic —
Full
semicircle o findians, each, staring to the trail from which they had
logs — I>arge living room —
stolidly into the dying embers of strayed. One manytold tale is of
kitchen — dining room — 6
the fire, and each drawing on his the man whose last recollection
bedrooms — 2 ^ baths
6
pipe
from which little puffs of as he struggled in the drifts of
acres — Furnished
*12,506
smoke provided the only visible an early fall snow, was that he
t>n Mooselookmeguntic —
'
movement in the group. Not a was completely lost and so he

LET’S TRADE
What Have You
Got?

pine paneled cottage of five
rooms with 1
bath — • Newly
furnished lot 130’ by 000’

*10,500

Also on Mooselookmeguntic —
Five rooms and bath — not
furnished— iOO’ frontage
*6,500
On Quimby Pond — A real log
camp — small hut very well
furnished — Very big lot — A
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On Knngeley Lake — 3 /4 mile
frontage — 10 cottages
Great Potenlial
*42,500
Also on It angel ay Lake — •>
rooms — 3 full lots — boat and
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.
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2 H o t e l s — Housekeeping
Camps — Others
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Rangeley

Maiii St..
*0,300
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Realtor
•TACK COTTRELL
Tel. 21-11
Salesman

muscle moved, not an expression
changed until the white man’s
pipe was empty. Then, and only
then, did he greet his friends in
their native tongue. His was a
casual greeting. The replies re
ceived were as casual. Nothing
was said that would in any way
indicate that good friends had
been parted for a prolonged pe
riod of time. News of interest to
all was exchanged, each man was
brought up to date on the events
In the lives of the others in which
each thought that the others
would lie interested. No mention
was ever made of the outside
world of civilization, although to
each of his friends this strange
white man presented a gift that
they knew had come from this
world so far removed from their i

CAUTION

I
!
made his peace with God as he
lapsed into unconsciousness. Hie
next awareness of reality was of
being in a cabin, a fire going in
the pireplace, and a thick warm
soup simmering above the fire.
Never an ill deed was attributed
to this legendary character, al
ways a deed of kindness as he
watched over this country that
had been his own happy home.
As time passed and generations
of new people came to live in this
beautiful land, tales of this gre<n
woodsman of Saddleback became
less and repeated. The great
mountain was invaded for its tim
ber. With trails becoming more
distinct the need for the guiding
hand of the spirit of this great
man of the woods diminished.
Has this great spirit disap
peared? No, this spirit still stalks
the great mountain Saddleback.

We know this to be so for there
are those among us today, the
old guides and woodsmen, who
have seen this great one’s spirit,
just as you too will see it if you
will only try. On the night of the
full moon, just ae the moon clear*
the top of Saddleback mountain,
if you happen to be coming up
Rangeley Lake a point just off
the island, you can see that great
woodsman sitting relaxed his ri
fle by his side, peacefully smok
ing his pipe just as he did in
the days gone by with his friends
sitting in their semicircular posi
tion awainting the distribution of
their gifts. He Is there on th*
night of the full of the moon to
give you your gift if you will
give yourself to him in the spirit
of true friendship. At least such
is the legend of Saddleback moun
tain.

W ILL Y O U G ET THE
M O ST FRO M Y O U R
BOTTLED G A S D O LLA R ?

1— f
S E E US A B O U T

Mobil-flame
MONITOR SERVICE
No Minimum
Monthly Charge!
Full Fair Value!

Each received bis gift in the
spirit in which it was given and,
as each gift was presented, there
were mutual expressions of friend
ship, respect, 'and good will'.
There was no exchange of gifts
between these r**d men and their

DOAK'S
iance Shop
PHONE 224-2

II

FRANK JANNACE
Wholesale Dealer
FRUIT and PRODUCE
RUM FOKD, M A IN E

“ Covering the Famous Rangeley Lake Region”

3 CAMPS FOR SALE
Completely Furnished
* 3 Rooms
* 4 Rooms
* 9 Rooms
Panaramic View of Lake and Mountains
* Showers
* Fireplaces
* Hot Water
* Gas
Wildmere Camps
Similiar Lots

LARGE LOTS
E. BLANCHARD
Tel. 223-11
.(.Undeveloped)
For Sale
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WORDS OF THE POET
Whither midst falling dew,
While glow the heavens with the last steps of day,
Far, through their rosy depths, dost thou pursue
Thy solitary way?
. Vainly the fowler’s eye
Might mark thy distant flight to do thee wrong,
As, darkly painted on the crimson sky,
Thy figure floats along.
Seek’s thou the plashy brink
Of weedy lake, or marge of river wide,
Or where the rocking billows rise and sink
On the chafed ocean side?
There is a power whose care
Teaches thy way along that pathless coast,—
The dessert and the illimitable air,—Lone wandering, but not lost.
All day thy wings have fanned
At that far height, the cold thin atmosphere,
Yet stoop not, weary, to the welcome land,
Thoubh the dark night is near.
And soon that toil shall end;
Soon shalt thou find a summer home and rest,
And scream among thay fellowe; reeds shall bend,
Soon, o’er thy sheltered nest.
Thou’rt gone, the abyss of heaven
Hath swallowed up thy form; yet on my heart
Deeply hath sunk the lesson thou hast given,
And shall not soon depart.
He who, from zone to zone,
Guides through the boundless sky thy certain flight,
In the long way that 1 must tread alone,
Will lead my steps aright.
TO A WATERFOWL by William Cullen Bryant

Wildwind Float
Destroyed In Storm
Wildwind lived up to its name
in last weekends storm.
The
fierce waves of Mooselookmegun
tic, dashing with added fury from
the high winds, destroyed the

Call The Editor
for Your
Announcements,
Social Events,

large float. Due to the quick work
of Frank Maczko, however, the
boats docked on the float were
saved.
Despite the wild .weather,
Wildwind guest have been enjoy
ing their visit. Returning for
their second visit this season are
Mr. and Mrs. Kierstead of Waterville and Mr. and Mrs.Walter
Ward of Lincoln, Mass. Mrs. P.
Jamison of State College, PPa.
was particularly thrilled upon cat
ching a fine three pound salmon
after rattier poor luck. Other
guest this week include Mr. and
Mrs. Randell Sterns and Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Douglas of Portland;
and Mr. and Mrs. R. Hauff of
Spingfield, Mass.

Camp Mitigwa
Now Open

News.

EDITOR
Joanne Blythe
Phone 65

After a busy two weeks of
preparations Camp Mitigwa on
Dodge Pond has opened for an
other year. There are 80 campers
this year mostly from New York,
New Jersey, and Pennsylvania.
53 of the campers, including their
counselers came by pullman to

QUIMBY’S GIFT SHOP

Portland then by bus to Rangeley, 7 arrived by plane, about 30
arrived by automobile. The boys’
ages range from 8 to 16. The en
tire staff includes 28 people.
Mitigwa has an new head counseler this year. Mr. Robert Hilton
of Glenridge, New Jersey, is the
man. Mr. Hilton’s qualifications
include long experience with the
out of doors and boys. He has
been with the Glenridge School
System for 19 years and writes
the sport page for the Glenridge
Paper, the local weekly paper of
Glenridge, New Jersey.
The man in charge of trips and
camping out at Mitigwa this year
is Mr. George Morris of Clinton,
Maine, a Senior Maine Guide. Mr.
Morris teaches in winter at Car
penter School in Wolfboro, New
Hampshire.
TThe chef this year is Mr. G;
Dane Vose of Farmington. Mr.
and Mrs. Vose arrived last week,
just in time to celebrate their
42nd wedding anniversary. To the
Yoses the event has a special sig
nificance. Just 42 years ago, im
mediately after their marriage,
Mr. and Mrs. Vose moved to
Rangeley so that Mr. Vose could
take up his duties as Station Mas
ter at the Rangeley station of the
Sandy River and Rangeley Lakes
narrow gauge railroad.

A Wanita Wanda
Fish Story
Here }s a fish story that is good
enough to be a lie. Mr. and Mrs.
Burl Parks of Edgewood, Mary
land stopped with the Marshalls
at Wanita Wanda last week for an
overnight stay. In the evening Mr.
Parks mentioned the fact that he
would like to go fishing, if only
he had some bait. Little Mike
Marshall, 6 years old, never one
to let a guest's wants to go unful
filled, took a can of dirt and -went
looking for worms. Worms were
scarce and Mike could find only
three. The Parks bought the “ can
of bait’’ for 30<b Out on the lake,
in the next hour and a half they
caught 2 nice 2J lb Salmon on
their three 10f worms. I hope
Mikie asked them what they did

SI GNS
Large or Small
• TRUCKS LETTERED
• POSTERS
• ART WORK

READ OUR

Guests of this week are Mr. and
Mrs. Bruce Bradeen of Mexico,
Maine, Mr. and Mrs. M. Marcangelo of Chelm, Mass. Mr. Walter
Kosmosho and Mr. Teofil Zagamiacz of Webster, Mass.

CLASSIFIED
SECTION

MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC
HOUSE & LOG COTTAGES
AAA Recommended
Excellent Food and Lodging
COCKTAIL LOUNGE — RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
Oquossoe, Maine

Tel. Rangeley 18-3

LU 'S LUNCH
(Formerly N ICK’S LUNCH)
Serving Three Meals Daily—
Breakfasts and Late Evening Snacks
*

HOMEMADE PASTRIES

Open 9 a.m.
In Oquossoe

to

—

*

11 p.m. Daily

LUCILLE MacPHERSON, Prop.

DON'T TRUST
YOUR LUCK!
When it comes to warding
off losses around the home due
to fire, windstorm, hail, ex
plosion and other around-thehome hazards, put your faith in
insurance. Luck is too fickle
and can run out at any mo
ment.
We have every type of in
surance protection needed to
meet the homeowner’s needs.
Com© in and get acquainted.
You incur no obligation.

H. A. FURBISH COMPANY
Rangeley, Maine
Phone; 146

THEATRE

Lakewood Theatre
F R I . ----------------------------------------------------------- J U L Y 5

Eves. 8:15

Grant Williams - Randy Stuart

July 8th Through July 13

“The Incredible Shrinking Man"

SOUVENIRS

“The Loud
Red Patrick”
By Author Of

“My Sister Eileen”
Main#

their three 10£ worms. (I hope
with the other worm.) Anyway
the moral of the story could easily
be “ You get what you pay for’’.

PLAYHOUSE

Lawrence Fletcher
Skedge Miller

Oquossoe,

Milford Taylor, operator of the
Rangeley IGA store, has announ
ced the winner in the 22nd anni-

versary sale and contest held at
the store on Thursday and Friday,
June 27 and 28. Winners of hand
somely decorated Nissen’s cakes
on both days were Frank Serbeck of Rangeley View and Tom.
Davis of Davis Lodge. Of the
door prizes, the first, a steam
iron, went to Mrs. John Ross; the
second, a toastmaster to Alec McBeane; and the third, a Pepperell
blanket, to Mrs. Viola Kunz.

Box 311
Oquossoe
Studio next to the
Mooselookmeguntic House
For Information Call 65

MOCCASINS
TEXACO GAS STATION

IGA Announces
Anniversary Sale
Winners

AL BLYTHE

Skowhegan 7-3831
Mat. Wed. and Sat. 2:80

GIFTS AND NOVELTIES

J U L Y 3, 1957

Science Technicolor__________________

S A T .------------------------------------------------------ J U L Y 6
Fe»s Parker - Kathleen Crowley

"WESTWARD HO THE WAGONS"
Also

Last, Time Through Sat.

“ Holiday For oLvers”

DIlSNEYLAND U. S. A.

S U N . ---------------------------------------------------- J U L Y 7
Tom Ewell - Jaine Mansfield

"THE GIRL CAN'T HELP IT"

Subscription Blank
T H E R A N G E L E Y H IG H L A N D E R
NAME

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ADDRESS
CITY —

----- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------S T A T E --------------------------------

AMOUNT ENCLOSED $---------------12 MONTHS SUBSCRIPTION

Cinemascope

MON. -

JULY 8
William Holden - Debora Kerr

"THE PROUD AND THE PROFANE"
VistaVieion

TU ES. ---------------------------------------------------J U L Y 9
Marilyn Monroe - Don Murray

"BUS STOP"
Cinemascope

W E D . ------------------------ — ------------------- J U L Y 10
Dean Martin - Anna Alberghetti

CHECK □

"TEN THOUSAND BEDROOMS"
Technicolor

Regular yearly rate
June, July and August,
copies) And, during the
ber, December, January,

$2.00. This includes from 11 to 13 copies during the months of
according to the needs of the season. (1957 summer season 13
winter season one copy per month for September, October, Novem
February, March, April and May.

—

Claire Trevor

T H U R S .----------------------------------------------J U L Y 11
Spencer Tracey - Robert Wagner

"THE MOUNTAIN"
Vista Vision

